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The 4 and 8 Ore Values of the Issue of 1875 of Denmark 
By Rev. Arthur E. Widiger 

Figure 1. The "normal" or 
"thin" frame 8 fl 1875 design. 

Figure 2. The "thick" frame · 
variety of the 8 fl 1875 design. 

Before presenting specific information regarding the 4 and 8 pre of Den
mark, it might be we!! to add a few general remarks concerning all the values 
of the 1875 issue, including the 3, 5, 12, 16, 20, 25, 50 and 100 i<Jres. They are 
u sually called the bicolors of 1875, the term first used for the 1870 issue. This 
was the first venture in using two colors w print Danish stamps. The 1875 
issue was the longest ever, since it covered a period of 20 years, from 1875 to 
1895. A companion issue, the issue of 1896, continued for another 10 years. 

The format of the stamps of 1875 was more or less the same as the one 
used for the issue of 1870. Only the figures were changed to conform to a 
new monetary system, from the skilling to the i<Jre. An essay was first pro
duced in which the SK was changed to SZ>RE, but with the places of the figures 
left bare. The figures were then engraved and proofs made of all the values. 
Both the essay and proofs are very scarce. . 

The paper used for the issue at first wa11 quite thin until 1884, thereafter 
thicker, beginning with the "carton" paper, measuring up to .11 mm in thick~ 
ness. The watermark of some of the previous issues was continued, known 
as watermark No. II. The perforation measured 14x13%, 

For most of the values, with only two exceptions, and these applying only 
to a single printing, only one printing plate was used. However, in the case 
of the 4 and 8 ¢re values two plates were invariably used, producing 200 
stamps with every impression of the printing press. 

After each printing the plates were cleaned. The frame plates usually 
were left intact, while the cliches of the oval plates were separated and re
assembled, thus holding different positions after each printing. This may be 
vital information when working with the 4 and 8 ¢re values, especially in find
ing the stamps for the many printings. When carefully comparing the stamps 
in relationship to the ovals and frames the collect-Or will find differences, thus 
helping him to find the printings in the series in which they were printed. 

THE 4 AND 8 0RE VALUES OF 1875 
The 4 and 8 i<Jre values of the 1875 bicolors are the most prolific and 

cheapest of the 19th century stamps of Denmark. A hasty decision may cause 
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some philatelists to shy away from collecting them becau:se of sheer abundance 
and cheapness. No greater mistake can be made. As a matter of fact a 
"Poor Richard" in philately can easily become a "Midas" by changing paper 
into gold. There is ample opportunity to plunge into an area of unlimited 
specialization. Each stamp can become a thousand stamps, each one tagged 
with surprising value and joy. 

Color Proof! 

Color proofs were made of the 4 s;lre, possibly representative also of the 
8 s;lre. The following combinations of colors were pr-0posed: Blue-gray, gray
blue, gray-carmine, gray-lilac, gray-brown, carmine-gray, gray-yellow green, 
brown-pale violet, gray-yellow orange and carmine-dark yellow. With such 
a conglomeration of colors it seems that the final choice of colors was very 
difficult. We now know that the basic color for the 4 s;sre was gray-blue 
with the first printings showing the colors of gray and shades of ultramarine 
and a few other c-0lors. For the 8 s;lre the basic colors were gray and red with 
a . limited color of carmine and aniline. 
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'!'HE FOSTHOIW 

The "Andre Vaerdier" 

G. A. Hagemann in his Volume II on the Stamps of Denmark calls the two 
stamps the "Andre Vaordier," which means the "Other Values ." The extensive 
use of the two values with their many printings, 75 and 79 respectively, re
quired special procedures to print them. Some of the frame plates were used 
partially and sparingly for some of the other values, but otherwise almost 
exclusively for the 4 and 8 ¢re. However, in ·this case the same frame plates 
were used for both of the values; only the oval plates differed. 

S pecializa ti on 

A reference has been made to specialization. I t is from this standpoint 
that this article is being written. Every type of specialization is just waiting 
for the ardent collector who wishes to broaden his field of philatelic activity. 
The sky is the limit. The New AFA SPECIALKATALOG of 1981-82 presents 
a real enticement to enter this field. A special section has been added to this 
book, devoting many pages to the specialization of the bicolors of 1875. 

Special Frames 

Perhaps highest fascination is attached to the collecting of the special 
frames. The author wrote a detailed article on these frames some years ago. 
A short summary of this article may be helpful here. 

The first of such special frames may be the so-called ''thick frames." The 
frame lines are somewhat thicker than the frames of the regular stamps, but 
the real identification is found in the four corner designs. The measurement 
across the design is fully 3 mm, whereas in the regular stamps it is only 2¥.s 
mm. They are stamps printed by the use of cliches taken from the plate by 
which the 48 skilling stamps of the 1870 issue were printed. They were used 
sparingly in the first printings, possibly as substitutes, when some cliches 
were no longer usable. The thick frame of the 4 ¢re is fo und only once, in 
printing 12, A-Plate 72. The counterpart of t he 8 ¢re is found in printing 
13. Both stamps have the "Caroe Snit," a cut in the lower part of the right 
frame line. Thick frames of the 6 ¢re are also found in positions 45 and 57, 
A-Plate, of printing 11, No. 45, also having the cut in the right frame line. 
Finding one of these stamps means that a gem is added to the collection. 

A "pearl of great price" becomes a delight when a collector finds or ac
quir es a so-called "inverted frame." Two of such, Nos. 18 and 77 in the A
plate, are found in the first two printings of both values. By the way, these 
are also found in the last printings of the issue of 1870, the same plates being 
used in the 1875 issue. Another inverted frame is found in the 7th printing 
of the 8 ¢re. No. 31, A-plate, appears in the 12th printing of the 8 ¢re, and 
in the 11th printing of the 4 ¢re, a real rarity in this value. 23 inverted 
frames are located in printing 12 of the 4 ¢re and printing 13 of the 8 ji:lre. 

A series of inverted frames, No. 55, A-plate, are found in printings 24-26 
of the 4 ¢re and 27-30 of the 8 ¢re. They are identified by the strangely 
"bent out" frame lines on both right and left. No. 97 fo llows in the 38th 
printing of the 4 ¢re a nd 41st and 42nd print ings of the 8 ¢re. This inverted 
frame is identified by the "worn out" appearance of the lower frame line and 
a blotch of color between the SE fan and the frame line to the left, not too vis
ible in the 4 ¢re. 

In the next series, the longest one, we find the well known inverted frame, 
No. 69 , running through printings 39-45 (4 ¢re) and 43-50 (8 ¢r e). It is dif
ficult to identify, but any inverted frame of the 8 ¢re in the aniline color is 
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a certainty. Hidden away nearby is No. 21, in both Talues, respectively in 
printings 46 and 51. It is difficult to identify. The one positive mark is a 
slightly "bent out" left frame line. The stubby NW middle leaf and the de
fective 2nd leaf of the NE fan are matrix flaws and occur in other stamps. 

In the same series of stamps we are confronted with another inverted 
frame, No. 70, in printings 48-49 of the 4 ¢re and 52-53 of the 8 ¢re. A spot 
found between the right frame lines in the lower area must be used with cau
tion, since this matrix flaw is also found in other stamps. The more positive 
mark is the frayed upper side of the middle leaf of the SE corner. This spec
ial frame becomes the special NORMAL frame, No. 31, when the entire plate 
is inverted. The frayed leaf is now located in the NW fan. This normal 
frame is found in two printings of both values. 

A drought of inTerted frames occurs until the 63rd printing of the 4 ¢re· 
and the 67th of the 8 ¢re, when all the cliches of the lower row were inverted 
in the process of printing, offering the collector a row of 10 inverted stamps 
in both values. 

No. 13 awaits the anxious searcher for special frames in the 65th and 69th 
printings r espectively of the 4 and 8 ¢re values. This becomes No. 88 (nor
mal frame) through the next 5 printings of both values, when the plates were 
inverted. In addition there is a conglomeration of special normal frames along 
the sides and the bottom row, changing from printing to printing. 

Finally, in the rest of the printings, two inverted .frames, Nos. 6 and 81, 
may be found, together with such frames in the lower row of the last printing-_ 
of each value. 

The philatelist is confronted with a wonderful area of s·pecialization which 
will fill the pocket book with precious values and his life with fun. 

Th11 Printings 

Sooner or later the ambitious Denmark specialist will desir e t o reach 
higher toward the sky by covering some pages of the album with stamps rep
resenting all the 75 printings of the 4 ¢re and 79 of the 8 ¢re, with possibil
ities of finding them in both plates. This would enhance the collection with 
3{)8 additional items. Information is now available to accomplish this venture. 
The AF A catalogue now contains a description of every stamp of all the 
printings.- Many stamps, however, are so similar in appearance, often identi
cal, that additional aid must be found. Eventually the stamps must be grouped 
into their respective series. They were so printed. When the printing plates' 
became unusable from wear and tear, they were replaced with new ones. The 
frame plates were used for both values, while separate plates were made for 
the ovals. 

To place the stamps into their respective series they may be arranged 
initially to form larger groups. Year dates ar e a definite necessity, but only 
after 1891 do they appear regularly, covering about 5 series. F or the first 10 
series, stamps with year dates are r eal "finds." During this period until 1884 
numeral cancels are quite plentiful and can be used for classification. Smaller 
groups may be formed by noting the type of frames. The middle leaf of the 
SW fan is usually pointed in the first series up to 1878. Thereafter the same 
leaf may assume many different forms until the year 1889, when the middle 
leaf has a uniformly rounded appearance in all the remaining series. 

Furthermore, many variations, some of them very specific, may be used 
to place the stamps into the respective series. First of all the frames may be 
used for thia purpose. A separate section deals with the special inverte• 
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frames, as well as normal frames at tinies, together with a few "thick frames." 
Most of the series are nam ed after these frames. Closely following t hese 
special fram es the many varied fra me flaws may be used. They appear in 
the form of spots, cuts, dents, etc. Each series has its own peculiar flaws. 
Some of them are listed, many are not. Much information can be gleaned 
fr-0111 the new AFA catalogue. In the case of using: the frame flaws for the 
identification of a series, the so-called "missing pe;rl" flaw may be used a s 
an example to spot the stamps for the 5th series. The order of the printings 
may be dist inguished fr.om the deseription of t he st.amps in each p rinting in 
a series. 

Before proceeding to a description of all the 15 series it should be added 
that the frame flaws rna:1 be collcct;;d sepa rately aad independently from their 
use in finding the printings. The abundance of these flaws, especially when 
an effor t is made to find them in all the printings in which they occur and to 
find t hem in both qtJ ues, can easily result in adding volumes to the specialized 
collection. 

A Description of the i;; Series of Frame Flaws 

I. 'I he Jirst series is called "The 18 and 77 Inverted F'rames Series." The 
stamps we1·e printed from frame plates taken from the 1870 issue. Only 2 
printings were made of each value. Two basic frame dents are listed and 
found in ihe lower frame line directly under TF and RI of POSTFRIM, in the 
A-plate, positions 9 and 7. Other unlisted dents are located a little to the 
left of the two dents. 

lI. This series, printings 3-8 and 3-7 respectively of the 4 and 8 pres, 
holds the inverted frame 60 and thick frame 25. Three almost identical dents 
are located in the middle of the right frame line, positions AS, 18 and 28. Other 
fl aws : Left area of upper frame line shaved off, dent in upper area of right 
frame line, white spot in upper r ight ball. 

III. It is usuall y called the series with the 31 inverted frame. However, 
tit also has the thick frames 45 and 57, as well as 23 inverted frames in the 
last printing of each value. The printings are 9-12 and 8-13 of the respective 
values. Some authorities place the last two printings in a separate category, 
since the 2nd last printings of each value already show the change of a pointed 
iSW middle leaf to the more or less flat type of a large number of the next 
series. The B-plate of the last printing likewise shows the change. It seems, 
theoretically, that in the manufacture of new plates, due to unknown factors, 
some mixup occured. Foremost frame flaws: Compound dents in the lower 
frame line to the left, left frame line split and/ or broken, cut into SW fan, cut 
int-0 lower part of right frame line, dent in lower frame line to the right, very 
thick right frame lines in 2nd last printings, as well as . the famous Alpha, 
Beta, and Gamma matrix flaws, carryovers from the 1870 issue. 

IV. No special features are found in this series, comprising printings 
13-16 (4 p) and 14-17 (8 p), Many flaws in this series beckon the collector: 
1. Last leaf of SW fan distorted and large dent in lower frame line under left 
scroll (B75). 2. Lower frame line very inegular to right and left (B83). 3. 
Large dent in upper frameline far to left and another in lower frame line to 
left (A75). 4. Both lower £rame lines blotted out in the middle (A76) . 5. 
Left inner frame line blotted out to left of upper scroil (A65). 6. ·A similar 
flaw over left end of right. upper scroll (A86 ) . Other unlisted flaws can be 
found. ·· · 

This is the series with the "missing pearl." 20 of such are ·. found, 
some major, others minor. · The ~eries coYers printings 17~20 and 18-22 of the 
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two values. An abundance of frame flaws are located in the series. 1. Two 
dents on upper frame line, one over NM and another close to right end, a third 
below tail end of lower left scroll (B60). 2. Dent in middle of lower frame 
line. 3. Dents in upper frame line over tail end of left scroll and another in 
lower frame line below the middle of left scroll (B82:). 4. NE corner shaved 
off (A93). 5. Large single flaw in lower frame line far to left (A14). 6. 
SE corner mangled (B6). 7. Another, unlisted, in which the lower part of SE 
corner is sheared off. · 

VI. The 6th series contains no special features and is devoid ·Of any listed 
frame flaws. It comprises printings 21-23 (4 p) and 23-26 (8 p). The follow
ing are some of the unlisted flaws not found in other series: 1. A dent in left. 
frame line just below the tail of the upper scroll. 2. A squashed middle leaf 
of the NW fan. 

VII. This is the "Inverted Frame 55" series, printings 24-26 and 27-30. 
No. 55 is identified by the "bent out" left and right frame lines and runs 
through all the printings. Only one frame flaw is listed, found also in other 
values, in which the two right leaves of the NW fan are damaged and a sharp 
dent is found in the upper frame line fa r to the right. A few of the unlisted 
flaws may be added. 1. A scratch across the lower left scroll and through 
the frame lines. 2. The lower r ight ball is "open-mouthed." Two types of 
a cut, one longer than the other, in the inner left frameline in the middle area 
of the upper scroll. 

VIII. This is dubbed as the "Carton Paper" series. The paper here 
abruptly changes from the uni..suall.,: thin to the very thick type, the latter 
including carton paper up to .11 nun in t hickness. It covers printings 27-24 
and 31-37 respectively o· the two , alues. Many frame flaws are included. 
1. A set of thick and/ or broken left frame lines, Nos. B43, B67 and B45. 2. 
A series of thinned frame lines, some similar to those in the early series: (a) 
Upper frame line, 2 types, A30 and _ 9.J . ( b) Upper area of right frame line, 
B24. (c) Left frame line, AlOO. (d) lower frame line, unlisted. 3. Left leaves 
of SW fan shaved off and frame line pari,ially thinned. 

IX. Inverted frame 97 identifies this series, printings. 35-38 ( 4 p) and 
38-42 (8 p). This 97 is found only in t he 3bth printing of the 4 pre and in 
printings 41-42 in the 8 pre. The series is marked more with the absence of 
frame flaws than with them, none lisled. The foremost flaw is a significant 
cut in the lower frame line just below the "l" of "POSTFRIM." Another is 
found in the form of various scratches across the frame lines left of the upper 
scroll. 

X. In this series. we find the famous No. 69 inverted frame, running 
through all printings~39-45 of the 4 pre and 43-50 of the 8 pre. The first 
three printings of the 8 pre are noted for their aniline colors of the oval. Only 
two frame flaws are listed. 1. The most important one is a dent in the lower 
area of the left frame line (A21). 2. The other flaw is a cut down the middle 
leaf of the SW fan (A36). 

XI. This series. is dominated by the inverted frame 70, which becomes 
the special normal frame 31 in the last two printings when the printing plates 
were completely inverted. It contains printings 46-50 of the 4 pre and 51-55 
for the 8 pre. In the first printing of each value we find inverted frame 21. 
Interesting frame flaws await the collector. 1. A squash in middle leaf of the 
NE fan (normal frame), melded with the leaf to the left, B8, becoming B93 
in SW corner in the inverted panes. 2. Dents in lower frame lines toward the 
left, A46 and A47. 3. A52 with a greatly enlarged middle leaf of the SE fan. 
4. A series of stamps with broken or distorted upper frames, Nos. A18, A19, 
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and B74, all these in the last printing(s) with the inverted frames, excepting 
N-0. 31. 

XII. 1890-1891 ser ies is the term rssigned t o this with stamps printed 
with completely new and r adically different pla tes, the middle leaf of the SW 
fan now becoming uniformly r ounded. It comprises printings 51-58 and 56-63 
for the respective values. In the lat er print ings a new cancel, which includes 
the year date, begins to appear. Appealing frnme flaws call for new effor ts 
to find them. During the printing the upper r ow of cliches were placed at the 
bottom, thus making it necessary to assig n two positions for each flaw. The 
following are listed : 1. NW middle leaf shaved off, A 73 ( 63 ). 2. Dent in 
upper frame line far to left , A90 ( 80). 3. Dent on right frame line close to 
bottom, B30(20). 4. Scratch from NE middle leaf downward through neck 
of r ight frame line, A37(27). 5. Another similar scratch, but more diagonal, 
A.57( 47). 6. A long scratch frcm upper area of lef t frame line downward 
through lower left scroll and frames beneath, A77(67). 

XIII. The 1892 upright (normal) and 1893 inverted frame series, print
ings 59-64 and 64-68. The 2nd last priating of each value has inverted frames 
in the lower row, while the last priLt:n;; is complet ely inverted. Only one 
frame flaw is listed, the middle leaf of th2 SE fan is partially cut off be
neath. Year dates are plentiful and can be used to determine the printings. 

XIV. The 1893 upright and 1894 inverted frame series, printings 65-70 and 
69-74. The 1st print ing has nor mal frames with No. 13 inverted, all the rest 
are mostly inverted wi th No. 13 becoming the special normal frame 88. How
ever, many of the cliches along the f)idcs and lower row were juggled around, 
producing a number of special normal frames. 

XV. The last ser ies bears the special inverted frames of 6 and 81. The 
72nd printing of the 4 ¢re values has inverted frames in the lower row, and 
both values have inverted frames in the last printing. Special frame flaws 
in both of the last series are almost totally absent and none is listed. 

The above described series of frame:> should give the Danish philatelist 
many moments, days, and even years, of highest j.oy, not only in c·ollecting the 
frame flaws and depositing them into albums, but also eventually discovering 
all the stamps needed to represent all t he printings of the humble and often 
despised 4 and 8 ¢re adhesives. 

THE OVAL FLAWS 

The oval flaws, as in the case of the frame flaws, may be used separately 
from other considerations as a part of the overall specialized oollection. They 
are waiting in abundance for the collector. Incidentally they may be used 
also for the finding of the printings. 

The inks run the gamut of colors. Since the colors of the inks were not 
yet standardized, and a new batch had to be mixed before each printing, there 
could be variations of colors equal to the number of printings. 

The flaws may be collected in series, since the worn cliches and plates 
were replaced periodically. Each series carried its own peculiar set of flaws. 
These can be placed into specific t ime periods through various procedures. 
When this has been accomplished, then the printings can also be established 
without much trouble. 

The flaws come in various types. There are many dents and cut s, large 
and small, in the border line of the ovals., which a re not usually mentioned in 
catalogues but can be used in collections. Those mentioned and listed are 
mostly in the form of spots, cuts, scr atches, etc., found in the oval itself. 
These flaws, too, come in large and interesting numbers. 
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The Oval Flaws of the 4 0re 

The stamps with oval flaws may be placed in the following series, not 
always with mathematical exactness: 

Series I. This series covers printings 1-6. Only one is listed, a large 
cut over AN of DANMARK. Others include: 1. Cut in oval line below R of 
P OSTFRIM. 2. Cut over NM. 3. Scratch from 2nd A downward to little 4. 
4. Diagonal cut under K. 5. Many dents. 

Series II. Printings 6-12. Listed flaws: 1. Doubled impression above 
DAN. 2. Lower area of upper M damaged. 3. Spot to the left of central 4. 
4. Upper part of 1st A of DANMARK blotted out. 5. NMA of DA~MARK 
reengraved (letters are shorter). 

III. Printings 13-17. Only one flaw listed, a large white spot to the 
right of the foot of central 4. Some unlisted flaws: 1. White spot in the shad
ing lines to the left of the cross. 2. Cut in band 2 mm below D of DANMARK. 
3. Small appendage to the right of lower M of POSTFRIM. 

IV. Printings 18-21. The most prominent flaws are: 1. Large tear-drop 
to left of central 4. 2. Cut into the oval panel between DA. 3. A spur to 
left of N. 4. A large white spot below K (only in Pr. 21, a and b). 5. White 
line above 1st A of DANMARK. 6. Large triangular spot in upper part of left 
grain stalks. Many more flaws in this series, especially in the form of cuts 
and dents in oval line. 7. Spur on top of 1st A of DANMARK. 

V. Printings 22-26. Oval flaws listed : 1. Lower part of K blotted out. 
2. Cut in oval line and cuts into oval band over MA, also dent over N. Other 
unlisted flaw«: 3. A large cut in oval line to left of N. 4. Right oval line 
crushed and dent in oval line below the west up·per scroll. 

VI. Printings 27-38. 1. Tear-drop on central 4. 2. Long white line un
der FRilVI. 3. Another similar 1 ine as another type under FRIM. 4. Marred 
R of POSTFRIM. 5. White line across POS. 6. Large white line and other 
mars above NM. 

VII. Printings 39-45. Oval flaws : 1. Irregular flaw in oval band below 
D. 2. Long spur on lower M, leaning to left. 3. Similar flaw leaning to right. 
Many other unlisted flaws. 

VIII. Printings 46-49. This series includes print ing 49 with the inverted 
:frames. Main listed oval flaws: 1. Tear-drop on central 4, smaller than those 
in previous printings. 2. Cut through oval line into band between AN. 3. 
White spot impressed upon the upper right area of lower M. 4. Large spot 
in P of POSTFRIM. Prominent unlisted flaws: 5. Large white spot in middle 
of right band near the oval line. 6. Three large dents and/ or cuts into left 
oval line. 

IX. Printings 50-57. This series presents almost a total absence of oval 
flaws. The author has found a cut in the oval line above P, a smaller one in 
the middle of the right oval line, and a few minor flaws. 

X. Printings 58-64. The series cannot be definitely defined from this 
point to the end, due to the scarcity of flaws. There is only one constant flaw 
in this series, a large spot in the right oval band below the K. This stamp has 
a matrix flaw, a number of blue spots between the oval line and the oval, 
found in many stamps of this series. 

XI plus. In the last one or two series only one listed oval flaw is worthy 
of mention. This is found to be a long broken oval line between the 4 and 0 
in printings 69-72. The stamp with this flaw in printing 70 i s the stamp with 
t he special normal frame No. 88. In printing 69 the flaw is located in an
other stamp with a special normal frame, namely No. 10. 
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The Oval Flaws of the 8 0re Value 

The oval flaws of the 8 ¢re value make excellent companion:!! to those o:!: 
the 4 ¢re. They are found in numbers far exceeding those of the lesser value. 
Yet they are confined to only 10 well-defined series. The reader is requested 
to read the introductory remarks of the article on the oval flaws of the 4 pre 
stamp. Let us make a hur ried jump to t he descriptions of the 10 series t c
gether with their prominent oval flaws. 

I. This series comprises printings 1-12. The following oval flaws a1 e 
listed in this series: 1. "0RF " instead of " 0RE." 2. White spot between the 
crown and central 8, together with a mangled P , from the 4th printing. 3 
Cut into left oval band and a break below the E of 0RE. 4. Large white 
area under 2nd A of DANMARK. 5. Spur extending from lower left area 
of central 8 6. Red blotch of color on M of POSTFRIM. 7. Long scratch 
from K down to E in 0 RE. A few outstanding unlisted oval flaws : 8. Large 
white gash across the upper area of righ t band 2 mm below K. Only in print
ing 12. 9. A heavy break, seemingly from a broken cliche, across the upper 
part of the oval from K to D . 

II. Printing 13-17. Oval fl aws: 1. Damaged lower 8, appear as a "3", 
the only one listed in this series. 2. A white gash above the right side of 1st 
A of DANMARK. 3. Foot of P blotted out. 4. Spur on tail of R of PO 'T
FRIM. 

H I. Printings 18-23. Listed oval flaws : 1. Cut in oval line into band ·be
tween M and 8. Printing 22 has a major "missing pearl" in the frame. 2. 
Square break in left band 1 mm above the P. 3. Large white spot above thr' 
2nd A of DANMARK. 4. Diagonal break through upper M to crown. 5. Lon~. 

scratch below K through the band to the cross, sometimes a shorter scratc!. 
just above in the oval. 6. Scratch across the middle area of right band. ': 
.Scratch in lower area of right band. U nlisted f laws: 8. Another " 0RF" in 
stead of "0RE" in printing 19. 9. Spur on lower part of right stroke of h 
A. 10. V break across left upper ear. 11. Upper M greatly marred. U 
Large oblong spot 3 mm below K, minor " pearl" frame flaw in printing 20. 

IV. Printings 24-30. Strangely, some of the flaws found in the previo·~ 

series appear also in thi s series. Possibly some of the old clichei;; were use 
as substitutes when some of the cliches of the present series needed .Yeplac~ 
ment. The series is weigh ted with oval flaws . Approximately 40 :if '.;!! e. 

could easily be identified as constant. Two are listed: 1. A double g1as 
across POST and FRIM. 2. Large cut to right of K. Some of the unlistt · 
flaws: 3. Scratch across the upper right ear, cap ·on the left stem of Jo-;ver ::i.: 
4. White spot to the upper right area of 1st A. 5. Spot 2 mm below D in ie)· 
oval band. 6. Another spot 2112 mm below D. 7. Scratch between RL sar .. · 
as in previous series. 

V. Printings 31-42. Lis ted oval flaws: 1. Appendage under foe 1st } 
i()f DANMARK. 2. Long white line under M 8. Some unlisted flaws : 3. Elo,· 
gated spot in lower loop of central 8, slight dent (cut ) above 2nd A. . Larg 
cut in oval line above AR. 5. White line between TF of POSTFRIM. 6 Fin<: 
line between lower part of K near oval to upper area of E of 0RE. 

VI. P rintings 43-50. This series starts with the anilines. Only a fe' , · 
important oval flaws are found in it. 1. Large white spot in left oval haw. 
2. Cut across K. Some of the unlisted flaws : 3. Cut in upper left arei;_ ":" 
central oval in line with upper part of cen tral 8. 4. Spot 1 mm below D, m~ ·· 
in oval line under S and dent in right oval line in printing 50. 6. Cut belO"'' 
small 8. 
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VII. Printings 51-55. This series includes the inverted frames in last 
two printings. A few of the listed oval flaws: 1. Large irregular flaw on top 
of the M of DANMARK. 2. Wedge cut fr.om central oval into the crown. 3. 
Red blotch on lower M, different from the one in first series. 4. Long white 
diagonal line in upper left area of central oval. 5. Upper loop of little 8 
partially cut off (only in printing 51). 6. Spur like cut into central oval left 
of the lower loop of central 8. Many more flaws may be found, mainly in the 
form of dents and cuts in the oval line, and these particularly in last print
ing(s). 

VIII. Printings 56-66. Oval flaws becoming quite scarce beginning with 
this series and continuing to the end of the 1875 issue. There are only two 
prominent flaws: 1. Large white spot in one of the lower axles of the right 
stalk of wheat between the E of 0RE and lower loop of central 8. 2. Triangu~ 
lar spot in the middle of left area of central circle. The following unlisted 
flaws may be mentioned: 3. Small dents in oval ring below the period with a 
long matrix flaw under the small 8. 4. Various flaws on or near small 8, in 
one of them the upper loop of 8 is open at the top, less so than in the one in 
7th series. 

IX. Printings 67-75. No important flaws have been listed. The follow
ing minor ones could be mentioned: 1. Small cut in oval line below and to the 
right of small 8, matrix flaw in form of small cut in oval line below and to 
right of F, small r ed spot(s) below lower right scroll. 2. Large cut below R 
of 0RE and matrix flaw below and to right of F. 

X. Printings 76-79. One oval flaw has been listed, white spot in left 
band 2 mm above the top of P of POSTFRIM. 

Cancellations of the 1875 Bicolors 

The cancels, short for cancellations, are found in unlimited numbers, 
forms and types. The assembling of these cancels with specialization in mind 
could easily cover a lifetime of pleasure. 

The Numerall!I 

The cancels with numerals, no doubt, would first of all attract the collect
or. They were introduced after the first printing of the 4 RBS, 1852, and 
their use continued until 1884, when they were abruptly terminated. They 
consist of three concentric circles of many types and sizes with numerals of 
various sizes, types, and forms in t he center, with figures 1 t o 286, a few of 
t hem, beginning with 6, no longer in use. Each figure represents a city or 
town, some of them railroads and depots. The rule provided that the numeral 
cancels be impressed upon the stamp, while a town cancel was to be added 
near the stamp. - In some of the cancels the town and the numeral were re
duced to a unit, No. 34, representing the r ailroad and depots of Copenhagen, 
being the foremost one. 

Cancels with the abbreviated name of a town in the center instead of the 
figure offer a subsidiary type. They are called the "ESROM" types, of which 
29 towns are represented. Some of them are exceedingly rare. 

Another type concerns only Copenhagen. They consist of 3 concentric 
circles with a letter, N, 0, etc., and beneath a figure 1, 2, etc., these represent
ing various areas in the city. 

The so-called "parcel post" cancels may be added to this section. They 
consist of only two very heavy circles. They were used for a very short period 
of time, covering the years 1880-81, with a few stragglers before and after 
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this period. They are comparatively scarce. A sub-type has the small figure11 
1-10 within the two circles. The latter present a very elite and circumscribed" 
figure and are r eal "finds." 

The Town Cancels of 1875 

Next in order the Danish specialist of the 1875 bicolor s would want to 
t ackle the town cancels. As said before, they were commonly used in con
junction with the numeral cancels, but separately also impressed upon the 
stamp itself. They were profusely used until the introduction of the "killer" 
cancel of 1891 with the year date. Until this t ime, unfortunately, the date of 
t he year was strangely absent. Only the day dates, conversely to our proce
dure always mentioned first, followed by t he month, were found on the stamps. 
The two types were named the Antiqua and Lapidar cancels, the names re
ferring to the kind of letters used for the inscription. 

Cancels with the date of t he year added for this period up to 1891 are real 
finds and should be given a prominent place in the collection. Among them 
the OMB cancels may be placed, always found with the dates of the year, used 
in Copenhagen to cancel a letter which arrived without a cancel. An oval 
railroad cancel, also with a year date, makes an occasional appearance, and 
can be added to this part of a specific cancel collection. 

Regarding the town cancel collection as a whole, the search for stamps 
with all the names of towns would possibly engage the efforts of the collector 
above all other considerations. 

The Star Cancela 

The star cancels must also be included for a complete collection of cancels. 
They are less common than the other types, but can be found in sufficient 
numbers to make a challenge. 

The variety of these cancels is astounding. Besides the name of the town 
they vary almost from town to town. The oldest "Taarbaek" type may still 
be found on some of the stamps. They are smaller as a whole and the star 
is very simple. The more prevalent, larger and more complicated "faareville" 
t ype may have to carry the burden of collecting the star cancels. 

"Fra" Cancela 

A smaller category of cancels show the origin of certain stamps. The 
wo1·d "fra" means " from." Some of them refer to towns within Denmark, 
others to other lands. 

The Manual• 

An interesting set of cancels are manually done, that is, performed by 
the hand, some with the use of a pencil, but mostly with ia pen. The most 
common type consists of lines from corner to corner. Others have the name 
of towns. Some show complete dates, day, month and y ear. There are stam~ 
which have both the regular and the manual cancels on the same stamp. 

Colored Cancels 

The icing on the cancel collection may take the form of colored cancels. 
Although the rule r equired that only black ink was to be used, other colors 
were used at times. Purple is the predominant color. Other colors are the 
blue and even green or red, the latter found in the form of manual cancels. 

The best book written on the cancel~ of this period is the one by Sventl 
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.... :11..h :frc<: , with the title "DANSKE POSTSTEMPLER," written in 1953, under 
·.1.e Super vision of the K~)BENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB. 

COVERS 

l o specialized collection is complete without at least some covers. They 
· ·-'" now becoming more and more difficult to obtain. However, they are still 
· ·;aiJ.abl_e in sufficient numbers to make a real contribution to a collection. 

They can be featured along the same lines as done with off-cover stamps. 
_ -;,,e same special frames, flaws , cancels, and .other features are also found on 
-,,1e stamps en cover. 

Ultimately there must come the desire to find covers with stamps which 
·d.11 represent all the printings. The problem of the absence of the d~tes of 
;;·ears emerges also in regard to the covers. On the other hand the cover may 
::i.ave some telltale marks to facilitate the identification of a printing. There 
·nay be a dated letter inside, a dated mark on the back side of the cover, or 
')me other ma rking to put the collector on the trail of identifying the elusive 
7.tem. F inally, the use of special procedures recommended for finding the 
.',lrintings as presented previously may be applied here. This means that a 
-;;erson may be able to sort the covers into t he respective series and then pro
::eed. 

Most of the cover11 in the earlier period are of the folded type. Later 
manufactured envelopes appear in increasing- numbers. 

In conclusion the author wishes to express the hope that this article on 
the bicolors of 1875, especially involving the 4 and 8 9lre values, may incite 
some collectors to reach toward specialization. It may become the entrance 
into another world of philatelic joy. 

S ·c A N D I N A V I A 
Large Stock - Moderate Prices 

St.ron!C in llllih C•ntury, i11.ch1dinl' the better items ; Covers, Postal 

St.tionecy, Cancela, J:rrora, Proofa, Varieties, etc, Please call for 

an appoint1uent baf•re commj'. 

HENRIK POLLAK 
147 West 42nd Street (Room 711) New York, N. Y. 10036 

Phone (212) 921-7636 

AFe SPA 80C ASDA. 

Scandinavian Philately Without Bookle ts 
IS LIKE A SHIP WITHOUT A SEA 

WE OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE PRICE LIST OF 
COMPLETE BOOKLETS 

Al mar 
~2-99 N• rthwn Blvd. Douglaston, N. Y. 11363 

Members: SCC, ASDA, APS, SPA 
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St. Barts-Sweden's Former West Indian Colony, 
1785-1878 

By Robert G. Stone (SCC #40) 

Introduction 

We had a short article on St. Barts (St. Bartholomew, St. Barthelemy) 
published in The POSTHORN for October 1949 (v. 1, #4). Not much phila
telic attention had been given to either the Swedish or French regimes in St. 
Barts so our remarks were mostly historical and geographical. N-0w we have 
a lot more information, especially brought to print as result of the publicity 
given to the Centenary of the return of St. Barts to France in 1878. As Sweden 
never had any other "c-0lony" -Outside Europe, and this one was relatively un
known in Sweden, St. Barts is something of a curiosity to Scandinavian phi
lately. It seems now appropriate to summarize the meagre story of its postal 
history. Even literature on its history, natural history, and geography is 
sparse and has to be sought in obscure sources .. 
r···;;;;;.....,.. .......... =------................. _____ .. __ _ 
1 
f 
f 

Fig. 1. Letter sheet from St. Barts to Guernsey, 1810. Docketed on back by 
sender "St. Bart 26th Jany 1810/ Necht. I Mesurie / Cmd," with St. 
Thomas large-fleuron postmark dated March ( ?) 1810 (British P.O.) 
and the Falmouth "Leeward Island/ F I Ap 2/ 1810" mark in green ink. 
Very unusual (unique?) to have the Leeward Island mark -0n a let
ter already postmarked in a British P.O. as the green Falmouth marks 
were all intended only for lo-0se packet-letters. Perhaps it was an 
oversight, or because of the Guernsey destination which could be 
forwarded to without going through London. (Courtesy Brad Arch). 
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Geography 

The island lies between St. Martin and Barbuda (nearer to St. Martin) in 
the Leeward Islands of the Lesser Antilles. It is about 9 x 26 km in size, of 
irregular outline with many bays and reefs, mostly hilly (up to 1000 feet) 
(Fig. 7), a semi-arid climate supporting a scrubby arborescent vegetation . 
Commercial crops of cotton and pineapples have been produced successfully 
only in wetter years, but the rural peasants have been able to support them
selves with garden produce, fishing, grazing (goats), and craft products 
(straw hats). A salt pond produced enough for local use and some export. 
The cash economy has always been precarious, based on entrepot trade (as 
a free port) with neighboring islands, U.S., and Europe, on local merchandise 
stores, occasional crops, and operation and careenage of sailing schooners. 
Only during the 1790s and the Brief occupation of 1801-13 was there any jirea.t 
prosperity. 

The population, only a few lOOs before and during the 18th Century, grew 
to 6000 in the early 1800s, then declined rapidly (-due to trade being diverte<l 
to other islands, devastating fires and hurricanes, and the supplanting of sail
ing vessels by steamers-) to less than 1000 by the 1840s. Natural increase 
of the peasar!t element raised the population to a stable level around 2500 
since 1870. The population element engaged in trade and administration 
(about 40% of total) has been concentrated in the port town of Gustavia; 
originally of Swedil'lh, French, and British extraction (but now all French and 
British). Gusta via, the only town, spreads a r ound a deep long harbor, well
protected from trade winds and ocean swells. It can accomodate small steam
ers in the center but not at docks. 

The peasants are an inbred close community descended from 18th Century 
Norman-French and Breton settlers, very conservative, illiterate and speaking 
an archaic French or creole dialect. There have always been many negroes 
and mulattos. The townspeople have generally spoken English; many have 
~one to sea as seamen or emigated to the Virgin Islands. 

History 

The island was discovered in late 1643 by Columbus on his 2nd Voyajili 

Fiji. 2. Two French Colonies General Issues stamp~ postmarked St. Barth el
emy. The 25c C~res ii!! dated Nov. 1879, which ii!! the earliest use re
ported, one year after the P.O. opened! The lOc Saga 1tamp has 
postmark of the 1880s. (R. G. Stone coll.) 
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and allegedly named by him for his brother Bartolome. The Freneh took pos
session in 1648, settling a few French colonists. Along with St . Martin, it 
was .sold in 1651 to the Knigh ts of Malta, who later ceded it to rthe 2nd French 
West India Compan y. In 1674 it was returned to the French state and attached 
to Gua deloupe. Agriculture was started and some slaves imported. 

In 1784 St. Barts was offer ed to Sweden in excha nge for French entrepot 
privileges at Gothenburg. The Swedes accepted because Swedish merehants 
were eager for a West Indian trading base. The Swedish administration st art
ed on 7 March, 1785, and the town and port of Gustavia soon developed. In 
l/"86 the Royal Swedish West India Company was formed to carry on trade 
~rnd to administer the isla nd. 

After the British ot:cupation (to prevent use by French privateers) ended 
in 1813, trade rapidly declined causing many of the Swedish merchants t o 
leave. The budgets were now exceeding revenues, so that during the next 50 
Ytars the Swedish g overnment made several over tures to the U. S. and to 
France to sell Lh,• isla nd. The pro]Josal made to France in 1872 involved a 
p lebiscite of the population and a reques t for a payment to Sweden. Agr eed 
to by France, a treaty was signed on 10 Augus·t, 1877. The plebiscite held in 
1877 favored the r eturn to France by 350 to l ! The Treaty was adopted by 
t he French parliament on 22-28 February, 1878, by almost unanimous votes. 
S igna t ures were exchanged on 6 March , l 878. 

The French sent a Frigate, with the Governor of Guadeloupe and the Bish
op of Basse·· Terre on board, to Gusta via , taking over possession -0n 16 March, 
1878, from the Swedish Governor at a pompous cer emony. The Governor and 
eight other Swedish officials were then repatriated. That part of the payment 
which was for Swedish Royal property was turned into a King Oscar II Fund 
and given ba"k to the French for health and education services in the island. 
It became a part of the Basse-Terre Arr ondissernen t of Guadeloupe. 

Fig 3. Gover of 1899 to Ludvika , Sweden, franked with a 25c of 1892 Guade
loupe Navigation and Commerce type, cancelled with the continuous 
double-ring " Saint Bar thelemy / Guadeloupe" postmark on which the 
outer ring has worn away-typical of this rnar.k after 1895 (which 
was in use from 1881 to 1905). 
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St. Barts Mails in The Swedish Period 

No official documents have been found -0n postal service for or at St. 
Barts. But a number of letters are recorded, the contents, and markings of 
which tell something ab-Out handling of mail from there. It seems there never 
was a Swedish postoffice there, and mail was either taken privately through 
contacts with ship captains, traveler, friends, traders, etc., -0r at t imes througii 
the customs officer (as an added duty) was arranged for a local sailing packet 
to take mail to St. Kitts to catch the British packets. 

No Swedish stamps nor postmarks are recorded used at St. Barts. Sev
eral Swedish stamps and covers reported with alleged St. Barthelemy marks 
are now believed to be fakes. · The Swedish officials at St. Barts, however, 
had available from 1817 on an arrangement with the British G.P.0. whereby 
they could forward dispatches to a paid "Government Agent" in St. Kitts 
(or other nearby island) who would send them by special bag in the British 
mail to the Danish Consul at London. The same service worked in the re
verse direction too. This so-called "consular post" was not a postal service 
in the usual sense; it may be suspected that some favored individuals, such as 
prominent merchants, probably could use the consular bag on occasion. 

The St. Barts administration, and in turn probably the customs officer, 
was directed by the Swedish government in 1817 to arrange for a more or less 
regular sailing-vessel connection to take and bring back mails from a nearby 
island that had packet service to Europe-this was to serve the public. Other
wise letters could be entrusted to local or passing ships and traders to be car-

~~., 
·"'''~-='.. 

Fig. 4. Cover of 1912 to Maine, franked with 2 x 5c plus a lOc (on back) of 
the 1905 Guadeloupe pictorial issue. Small-postmark type used 1905-
27, usually smudgy. 
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:ried to neighboring islands or direct to the U. S. or Europe. Many merchants 
had close family or business relations in other islands with whom they could 
communicate t hrough schooners used in their trade as owners or consignees . 

From the 1790s on British mailboats or packet s gave regular service to 
the main Leeward and Windward Islands with connections to England, Span
ish Main, Jamaica, Cuba, U.S., Bermuda, Halifax, etc., via St. Thomas. St. 
Kitts being the nearest island with British packet service, much St. Barts 

Fig. 5. Picture postcard with French St. Barthelemy Centenary stamp and 
the fancy Centenary First Day postmark, addres2ed to Stockholm. 
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mail probably was sent through it. (The same situation existed for St. :'.\far
tin.) Before 1842 such mail via British packets had to be sent unpaid, and 
postage in most cases collected by the postoffice of destination or pa id by an 
agent at London, etc. After 1841 some British-packet letters would have to 
be prepaid, depending on the destination (from 1865 to all destina t ions), in 
which case_ the St. Barts senders presumably could arrange for the par ty (or 
customs officer) taking their mail to St. Kitts to pay it for them there, and 
likewise to pay any due on incoming letters. Business men and fir ms of Gus
tavia could have similar arrangements with an agent or forwarder in St. Kitts. 

Letters from or to St. _ Barts during the Swedish r t:gime and British occu
pation are very r are. Appened to this .article we describe about 25 letters or 
documents that have come to my attention, and I doubt that many mor e are in 
philatelic hands. - -

The French Regime 1878-
The F rench opened a P. 0. at Gustavia about 1 Nov. 1878. Philatelic ma

terial from 1878 to 1892, when the French Colonies General Issues were being 
used, is vel!y rare, only a few stamps off cover with St. Barthelemy postmark 
being reported (Fig. 2). From 1892 to 1949 the issues of Guadeloupe were 
current; covers are very scarce (Figs. 3 and 4) . French stamps have been 
in use since 1949, as Guadeloupe became an overseas Department of F rance in 
1947. A small r esor t business develo·ped after W.W. IL 

For many years the Guadeloupe postal service ran a mail schooner to St . 
Barts and St. Martin from Basse-terre twice a month. The only regular 
steamer service wa s a monthly call (with mail) by the C.G.T. company on_ its 
runs from Martinique to Haiti and back ~fter Y.l.W. I. Other steamers called 
only very occasionally. Residents have taken advantage of any local boats 
going to neighboring islands, to expedite their mail. Passenger cruise ships 
have called since the 1930s, using special cachets on the mail posted there. 

Fig 6. Cover from Stockholm to France with the stamps cancelled by the 
special postmark used at the St. Barthelemy Exposition of 16.3.78. 
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The Centenary of the Return of St. Barthelemy to France was commem
orated by both the French and Swedish postal services. An Exposition was 
-0rganized in Stockholm at which a temporary P. 0. used a special rimless cir
cular postmark inscr ibed "Stockholm St. Barthelemy Expo 16/ 3178 Med Svensk 
Krona" and a heraldic device in the center (Fig. 6). The Swedish mint pub
lished a pamphlet describing the coins used in the col-0 ny. 'l'he French souve
nirs of the Centenary were on sale at the Expo. 

The French PT'l' issued a 1.10 Fr. bicolored stamp for the Centenary, the 
design showing the Swedish and French flags waving over a map (Fig. 7) 
of the island and a facsimile of the Plebiscite document of 1877 in the corner. 
The first day of sale was 19 Jan., 1978, at St. Barts and the general public 
sale all over France began on 20 Jan. The first-day cover11 (both private and 
commercially-published ones) were cancelled with a large fancy postmark 
having in center a picture of the head of a St. Barts peasant woman wearing 
a traditional poke-bonnet (Fig.5). Editions Eurolux published a postcard in 
colors showing an old nautical chart of St. Barthelemy orig'inally issued by 
the Institute Geographique Nationale Francaise. Also available was a sou
venir card showing a coat of arms for St. Barts specially designed .and pub
lished for the occasion by the artist Mireille Louis. The PTT as usual for all 
French stamps, issued a one-page "Notice" on the Centenary stamp; the stamp 
was designed by Odette Baillias and engraved in recess by Pierre Bequet. 
The PTT also published one -of its series of "Documents Philateliques Offic-

F ig. 7. French 19th Century nautical <;hart of St. Barts (Gustavia is on the 
western coast). 
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iel," for !!ale by the Musee Postal, which has an original engraving of an 
aerial view of Gustavia (by Biallais and Bequet) and reproductions of the 
stamp, with and without FDC cancel, in issued colors; the text of this "Docu
ment" is _the same as in the "Notice." The date of the issue of this stamp 
did not for some reason correspond with an historical date, neither with the 
ratification of the Treaty nor the transfer to the Fench. 

Record of Letters From and To St. Barts During the Swedish Regime:-

1. Letter of 14 Jan., 1800, to Maisoncelle Vertille a St. Barthelemy from his 
brother in Guadeloupe. M. Vertille had gone to New England, 2 years 
before. His family in g-reat distress due to the French Revolution dis
turbances in Guadeloupe. 

2. Letter of 7 March, 1801, from Philadelphia to Abraham Rennels, Gustavia, 
St. Barts. Rennels was an American trader. 

3. Letter of 12 April, 1801, from Ed. Harzman, an American trader in Guad
eloupe, to a fellow American at St. Barts, John Stockdale. Indicates d'f
ficulty in getting away with his cargo for U.S.-everything had to be 
done by barter rather than cash. 

4. Seve1,al letters from Patrick Connor, American trade, in Guadeloupe, 
April-May 1801, to James Prince and others at St. Barts, trying t<J get 
advance of money to outfit and insure ships to U.S. which would go in 
convoy with a U.S. warship (this was during the brief US-French war). 

6. Letter from sous-lt. Boucher at Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe, t<J Bernard Leon, 
at St. Barts, May 1801. Sender has just escaped from St. Barts before 
the British came, and now is faced with a British blockade of Guadeloupe. 

6. Letter 16 May, 1801, from D. Villegady in Guadeloupe to John Claveau, 
merchant, at St. Barts. Complains of fear of war developments, making 
it difficult to get boats and capital to enter trade with U.S.; dangerous 
to write to St. Barts. 

7. Letter from Savigny with a message for Cmdt. Bigard in Guadeloupe to 
his daughter in St. Barts, 11 May, 1801. 

8. Letter from St. Barts to Guernsey, 1810. Docketed on back by sender 
"St. Bart, 26th Jany 1810/ Nech. I Mesurie/ Cmd.," with St. Thomas post
mark of March 1810 and Falmouth "Leeward Island/ F l Ap. ~/ 1810" fleuron 
mark in green ink. (See caption to Fig. 1). 

9. Letter dated 11 Feb., 1817, from Royal (Swedish) Colonial Office to the 
Governor of St. Barts. Governor ordered to establish a regular postal 
sevice once or twice a month. He should contact a ship to deliver and 
Collect mails to and from Europe at ·One of the nearby ports of call of mail 
packets (probably at St. Kitts to connect with the British packets to St. 
Thomas and Falmouth). 

10. Letter of 5 March, 1818, to the Governor, stating that postage of official 
letters should be paid by the Government and lettei:s to private parties in 
St. Barts should pay a ·surcharge, the receiver then to pay this fee to the 
Governor. All mail to the colony was to be sent via the Swedish Consul
General in London, who would determine the postage fees. (Mail from 
St. Barts to Europe presumably went via a nearby island to the Consul at 
London and thence to Sweden.) 

11. Letter of 1826 from St. Barts, sold in Rigby P . I-L Sale of Oct. 1965. 
12. Letter from St. Barts, 4 Oct., 1827, to Baldwin Forbes, New York City, 

from L. P. Sage. Contents about prices of merchandise at St. Barts. 
13. Letter from St. Barts dated Nov. 1828 from a Yankee seaman (Neweng) 

to his family in Bristol, R. I., carried privately to U. S., Xew Haven "yawl" 
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ship-arrival mark. Letter tells of trying to sell a load of onions without 
much success-load becoming in "bad odor." 

14. Letter in French from St. Barts, 27 F eb., 1832, from Caroline and L. G. 
Morsing to their mother, Madame J. M. Norderling (nee Mont d'Or) c/ o 
Mme. Henriette Chevalier (nee Fraissenet) at Marseille. (The Fraissenet 
family were well-known wealthy ship owners of Marseille.) 

15. Four stampless letters to St. Barts from Sweden, 1832-42, sold in Wm. 
Fox Sale of April 10-11, 1974, lots 658-661. 

16. A report of 1845 indicated that a bag of mail had been s,ent from St. Barts 
to the Government's Agent at St. Kitts, a Mr. G. Wettley, and by him to 
the Consul, C. Tottie, in London. (The RMSP mail packets called at St. 
Kitts on their way from Barbadoes back to Southampton.) 

17. Letter from St. Barts to Nordkoping, 1849, sold by Wm. Fox in his Sale 
of April 10-11, 1974, lot 662. 

18. Letter from Carlskrona 7.1.1859 via Hamburg and London (endorsed "via 
Ostende and England") to Henry de N ordenskold, Lt . on board the Swedish 
Corvette Nogaden at St. Barts. Franked with 244 ore of Coat of Arms 
type stamps. (Via Consular Post from London.) 

19. Letter from R. Strom, Gothenberg, 10.11.1870, via London (17.10 ) to the 
High School, St. Barts. Franked with 4 x 30 ore Coat of Arms type (via 
Consular Post?). 

20. Letter from a teacher at Wimmersby, 10 Oct., 1870, to the school Board 
at St. Barts, franked with 250 ore in Coat of Arms stamps plus a 20 ore 
Lion Type, via Denmark and London ( 15.10). (Consular Post ?) 

21. Letter fr-0m Gothenberg, 2.8.1873, to Dr. J. J. Molin, Physician to the gar
rison at St. Barts, via London ( 5.8), arr. 5 Oct. ( 64 days passage) , franked 
with 120 ore ring type. (Via Consular Post from London.) 

References 

1. R. G. Stone: "St . Barts-Sweden's West Indian Colony 1785-1877," The 
Posthorn, v. 1, #4, p. 6, Oct. 1949. 

2. Sten Christensen: "St. Barthelemy,'' Posthistorisk Tidsskrift, Wh. No. 8, 
Aag. 2, #3, pp. 231-235. (Repr. from "Stockholmia '74" Bulletin Nr. 2, 
1974.) (Includes original information from the archives.) 

3. H. Tristant: "Antilles Francaises- L'ille Saint -Barthelemy," Documents 
Philatelique&, #79, 1st Trim. 1979, pp. 34-47. (The best general postal
history survey.) 

4. D. B.(ernet): "La derniere des acquisitions de la France : Saint-Barthel
emy," Phllatelie, Jan/ Feb. 1978, pp. 10-11 (popular historical sketch with 
photos). 

5. W. Skrine: "Guadaloupe Correspondence 1800-1801,'' The Philatelist, Dec. 
1966, pp. 66-69, Jan. 1967, pp. 101-105 (letters between Guadeloupe and 
St. Barts). 

6. Anon.: (A note mentioning discovecy of a straightline unframed mark 
BARTHELEMY, 19 mm. ·of small thick letters and a year above it), Svensk 
Filatelistisk Tidskrift, # 6, 15 June, 1929, p . 172. 

7. Anon.: (A note mentioning that "at H. Lichtenstein's (Stockholm) sale 
of March 6-14, 1926, a treasure, a cover with 2 x 24sk and 2 x 3sk stamps 
sent to Lt. W. Nordenskold on board the H.M.S. Lagerbjelke, addressed t o 
St. Barthelemy, Sweden's only colony" ), Svensk Filatelistisk Tidskrift , 
1926, no. 3, p. 66. 

8. Anon.: (A whole-page article titled "When the Swedish flag was hauled 
down at St. Bartholomew"), appeared in Svenska Dagbladet (or Dagens 
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Nyheter?) around 1920. 
9. N. Thetford: "St. Barthelemy," SeapOliter, May-June 1963, and # 207 (on 

an alleged "Paquebot" mark). 
10. Hoegstrom: "St. Barthelemy under Svensk Vselde." Upsala, 1888. 
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President's Message 

The Norwegian Postal Administration was awarded the International 
Philatelic Press Club Award for outstanding service to philatt'lic journalists, 
editors and columnists. The award was presented in a ceremony in Ne\'v York 
last fall, in which the Norwegian Consul General Georg K. Thestrup accepted 
the honor for Ragnold R. Bru, director-general of posts and telecommunica
tions of Norway. The plaque was presented by Ernest A. Kehr, IPPC Chair
man. 

Secretary Wayne Rindone has had the SCC membership application forms 
revised and reprinted With the new dues structure and updated details abou c 
the services SCC has to offer. Write him for a bunch of these and take 
them to your local club shows and meet ings, and enclose them when you cor
respond with potential new members. Requests go to Wayne Rindone, Box 
276, Newtonville, MA 02160. 

Chapter 17 in Southern California continues to produce their excellent 
newsletter LUREN under t he able editorship of Paul Nelson. Chapter 17 
also has been active in working with the families of two deceased sec mem
bers to be sure that collections are disposed of through appropria te channels. 
The service includes advice on value and the best method of disposal in cases 
where the survivors may not be at all knowledgable about philatelic materials. 

Speaking of Paul Nelson, many know of his passion for Scandinavian 
:revenues. He is now working on a draft for a catalog of thi:; kind of ma·· 
terial, but he needs as much informa t ion as you can supply. Send any data 
you may have on the subject to Paul's attention at SCC Chapter 17, Box 
57397, Los Angeles, CA 90057. 

According to a news item in Sta mp Collector, Eric Niegelberg joins Phillip 
F. Robbins to exp~:nd the :\;orth America marketing operation of the Swedish 
Post Office. Niegelber g was formerly with Scott P ublishing. President of 
the Swedish Postal Administration (PFA) is Anna-Greta W aldemarsson. The 
new address for the North American Branch is 305 N·orthem Blvd., Great 
Neck, NY 11021. 

Publicity Manager Marvin Hunewell has placed classified ads in Linn's 
and Stamp Collector, inviting membership in SCC. In the past these ads have 
pulled in some new members, and at the end of this year we will see how cost
effective they are. Our eagle-eyed Mart Manager Wade Beery has found a 
glaring error as well as what might be an oversight in the 1982 Scott catalog 
for Iceland listings. The error is the price for a used copy of the 5 Kr Thor
finn Karlsefni issue of,~43 (Sc. 230) listed at $35, which should in all prob
ability be 35c. The over sight is th e failure on the part of Scott to note that 
the 1973 Asgefr Asgeirsson issue is on watermarked paper. Those who are 
using the new Scott catalogs may want to note these items. 

From E. Menne Larsen in Hobro, Denmark we learn that Aa. Kabell 
passed away this past winter. Ka bell was author of Study No. 7 published 
by Posthistorisk Forlag, entit led "En dag med Vitus Bering." This excellent 
little m onograph discussed the designs proposed for t he Vitus Bering set of 
1941 and the cachets used on the FDCs of that issue. Kabell, was researching 
the early cachets on Danish FDCs prior to 1941 a t the time of his death. 
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Awards 

Brad Arch with h is Sec
t ion Award, Large Gold and 
SCC Gold, all won at the 
NOJEX show with his DWI 
exhibit. The Secti-0n Tr ophy 
was a beautiful r eproduction 
of the first British postal 
scale. 

THE POSTHORN 

The Awards. Banquet at the NOJEX SCC Convention brought a number 
of distinctions to Scandinavian exhibitors. A large Gold, the SCC GCld and 
Section Award went to Brad Arch for his "Crossr oads of the Caribbean" wh ic1ii 
covered mails to, from, and through DWI during the pre-adhesive period. A 
NOJEX Gold, the SCC Silver and the UPSS Marcus White award went to 
Kauko Aro for his " Postal Cards of Finland Before Independence." A NOJEX 
Gold and SCC Silver a ls-o went t-0 George Sickels for Icelan<lic Revenues. A 
Large Silver with felicitations of the NOJEX Jury, the SCC Bronze and t he 
UPSS first place certificate went to Marvin D. Hunewell for h is Post al Sta
tionery of Denmark 1865-1896. A NOJEX. Silver-Bronze was taken by Alan 
Warren for First Day Covers of Sweden 1935-1947. George Sickels also took 
a NOJEX Large Silver for his Icelandic War Covers. Two SCC Chapters com
peted for th e Chapter Award. Both exhibits, interestingly enough, were de
voted to postmarks. Delaware Chapter 13 took the award with their " Scan
dinavian Postmarks," while Washington, DC Chapter 12 exhibi ted "Postmarks 
of .the Nordic Capitals." 

The Vermeil medal with the APS Writers Unit 30 Insignia, awarded to 
The POSTHORN at SESCAL 81 has been forwarded to Stan Hanson for the 
SCC archives. The annual VAPEX show in Virginia Beach last November saw 
a silver g-0 to Michael E. Falls for his exhibit of "Iceland : The First 75 Years,'' 
and a silver-bronze to Richard Julian for his "Gr eenland: Discontinued Post 
Offices." 

At the FLOREX show in St. Petersburg, FL H . F. Flesner won a bronze 
medal for his exhibit of Denmark. At the Boston Philatelic Show last fall, 
Frank Shaug, former SCC Secretary, was the lucky winner of a U. S. Se-0tt 
No. 1 at a special drawing. Don Halpern took a silver-bronze plus th e SCC 
bronze medal with his " Danish Postal History- A Random Walk." Other 
silver-bronze award winners at this show included · Arthur J. Anderson, Jr. and 
Marvin Hunewell. -Alan "\Varren 
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Scandinavian Literature Notes 
By Alan Warren 

I:ssue No. 68 of Het Noorderlieht, published by the Netherlands group 
Skandinavie, carries an article by J. C. ter Welle on the many <>verprinted 
Danish .stamps prepared for various philatelic societies. This issue also con
tains an index to the current volume, which completes seventeen years of pub
lication. In issue No. 69, J. A. Konings discusses the meter cancels marked 
" OSLO/ DEP." which are used by the various ministries or departments of the 
government. Co-authors J. Dekker and C. Moelker review stamps of Aunus 
in the same issue. 

Issue No. 37 of FINDS, published by the Scandinavian Philatelic Club of 
the Japan Philatelic Society, has an a1~ticle by Yubun Osugi on Norwegian pos
tal history, concentrating on the stamps Nos. NK 41-48. 

Two excellent books are offered by S. Ringstri.im, Hantverkaregatan 9, 
23100 Trelleborg, Sweden. First is the handbook by Sten Christensen, 2 Rigs
bank-Skilling, 1851-1852, which details paper, gum, watermark, bur elage, moth
er die, cliches, retouches, proofs, cancellations, reprints, etc. The second book 
is Part 2 of The Private Ship Letter Stamps of the World, by S. Ringstrom 
and H. E . Tester. Various private companies are discussed, including those 
of Australasia, Asia Minor, Danube and Black Sea, Pacific area, several of 
South America, and many others. 

In 1981 Issue No. 5 of KPK's Nordisk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift, Palle Lar
sen continues his r eview of postal statistics of Danish mails in the early part 
of the 20th century, and B¢rge Schaffer supplies some additional details on 
the 35/ 16 ¢re provisional issue. 

1981 Issue No. 4 of Frimerker som Hobby presents a profile of noted phi
latelist Trygve Sommerfeldt on his 70th birthday. Another item calls atten
tion to the fact that SCC's Fred Brofos was presented with a gold medal and 
designated a Friend of the Postal Museum of Norway, in a special ceremony 
last year. Fr·ed has spent many hours in the Museum's archives, r esearching' 
various aspect s of ~orwegian philately. An example is his article in this 
issue of FsH on some of the r arer fieldpost marks in Norway in 1940. 

Issue No. 4/ 1981 of Postiljonen Rapport is the last of this short-lived 
publication, published by the well kn{)wn auction firm in Malmo. This fare
well issue reviews the· recent literature sale of the late George Turner, the 
Philatokyo 81 show, and r ecent auction news. 

One of the major philatelic literature dealers is HJMR in Florida. In 
addition to being agents for Robson Lowe publications and the current source 
for the famed Billig Handbooks, they offer a vast selection of reference ma
terials on just about ever y area a collector could imagine. A recent issue of 
their list describes 9 items on Denmark, four on DWI, 17 on Greenland, and 
9 on Sweden. Write for a copy of their offerings: HJMR, B{)x 6638, Holly
wood, FL 33021. 

The "Letters to the Editor" column of the January issue of the APS jour
nal The American Philateli11t carries two interesting items. One is from Dela
ware Chapter 13's Al Gruber in which he points up the folly of the original 
gum craze (in both sens·es {)f the word) with a photograph of two mint Ice
landic stamps. The ravages of gum expansion and contraction, leading to 
cracking and curling {)f the stamp paper, are seen all too well. In the effort 
to preserve the original gum, the stamp itself has been ruined. This bring1t 
to mind the old warning that many of the U. S. Confederate issues were 
"gummed" with something akin to shellac, which stains the stamps. with time, 
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depending on storage conditions of temperature and humidity, etc. The sooner 
such "gum" is removed, t he better l ife expectancy the stamps will have. 

The second APS item is an addendum of corrections that Wayne Sommer 
suppl ies to his article of las t July in the AP, "Post Office Locations in Ice
land : A Philatelic Gazeteer." Nearly a dozen changes are listed. 

Philatelic literature is a specialty of the auction house of Roger Koerber . 
Write for his 1982 Net Price List, which includes over two dozen titles of 
Scandinavian illterest: Roger Koerber, 605 Northland Towers West, Southfield, 
MI 48075. 

The December issue of Scandinavian Contact, published by our sister or 
gan i:rntion in England, the Scandinavia Philatelic Society, carries the fourth 
part in a series on Iceland entitled "A Post Office Gazetteer," and the fourth 
part of the on-going series on the private local posts of Scandinavia-this one 
on those of Norway 's Kristiansund. Co-authors K. H. Beales and R. iVL Fish
cnden have put together in th is issue an extensive write- up on the 4 ore large 
official of Sweden. They have a detailed li st of type flaws and cliche flaws 
which is much more extensive than any of t he usual reference works. 

Jn issue 1981. I[ of Posthi s torisk Tidsskrift, author Hans E hlern Jessen 
continues his series on post al conditio11s a t t he time of the 1864 war, particu
larly the Danish fi eldposts. Max V. Clausen illustrates and discusses the var
iou cancellations of S~ndcrborg over the period 1791 to 1920. 

Issue No. 11 of Posthistoriske }leddelelser has an article on German P ris
oner-of-War camps in Schleswig during the First World War, by John Thiesen; 
a nd P. Engelbrecht discusses machine cancellations of Denmark 

The January issue of The Collectors Club Philatelist carries a short articl e 
by Rolf Gummeson on "Finland Feather Covers." Collectors of Swedish pre
stamp material are familia r wit h these covers, bu t Rolf points out that special 
delivery of Finnish covers in those days was accomplished with use of feathers 
affixed with wax. Black feathers indicated night delivery; these were usually 
obtained from crows, and white feathers from poultry. 

The January issue of FH-NYTT, published by F rirnarkshuset AB, carries 
an article by Einar Lundstrom in which he examines price trends in the 1982 
F ACIT catalog, a discl! s.; ion uf the 187 4 Swedish offic ials by Bo Grenstedt, 
and another in a series by Sven .Ahman-this time on a bit of DWI postal his
tory. 

The 1981 Issue No. 6 of Nordisk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift is devoted entirely 
to a long and detailed article by Henning Math iesen on postal rates in the 
Danish West Indies 1856-1917. Mathiesen covers local rates as well as thos11 
to the U. S., Scandinavian countries, South America and elsewhere in this com
prehensive review. The article is especially well illustrated with some mouth
watering covers docu menting the rates discussed. 

*S*C*C* 

FINLAND 
The Significance of "Ex Faberge" 

By Ed Fraser 

Whether they are Finnish, Russian , Polish, or other issues, there is a :spec
ial aura in being "ex F aberge." H er e we are talking about Agath~m Faberge, 
a philatelic mentor to E. A. Hellman, and a great and diligent collector also 
noted for his precise, neatly penciled "goldsmith's handwriting" on the back 
of each stamp. 'l'his notation gives ( in a code) his purchase price, time pur
chased, and source. 
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I generally associate his name with his fabulous collection of Finland #1 
covers, blocks, and tete-beche pairs, as well as the very rarest variet ies of ser
pentine roulet tes, etc., that made up the Harmer's of London Oct ober 9-10 
1939 auction catalog. Hence I was surprised to find his notation on the back of 
the piece shown in Figur e 7, of "Mr. Ansamaa and Mute Cancels at Laht i
Pa~t II,'' with the later comment "ex Faberge." As it is in much larger 
script than when. usually seen near the edge on the back of an individual stamp, 
I have more easily reproduced it to show here: 

Author's facsimile of back of piece with Agat hon Faberge's 
notation and added comment "ex Faberge" (actual size ). 

As I now understand it, Faberge collected all aspects of Finnish philately 
from the rarest pieces to the mundane looking mute cancels in an era whenJ 
any philatelic signif icance in the latter was overlooked. E. A. Hellman sub
sequent ly acquired most of Faberge's mute cancel collection, and the material 
would have been incorporated into the information presented in his 1961 "Die 
Figurenstempel F innlands" book. However, apparently a small portion were 
sold elsewher e earlier-this piece among them-and it only appeared again in 
the late 1960's, and was then acquired by Mr. H ellman. 

Many collector s, like myself, are curious t o understand Faberge's code. 
Additionally, other collectors of even earlier fame used similar looking codes 
that are undeciphered. As a caution, small script writing on the back of a 
F innish stamp does not verify it is "ex Faberge" at all, nor does it confirm 
that it is a rare variety, unrepaired, or even genuine. 

It is very important to realize this, even if the item is in fact "ex Fab-
erge." 

Ed Fraser, 60 Broad St., 26th Floor, N. Y., NY 10004 
*S"'C*C* 

GF l : Pakke Porto Stomps 1905-1938 
by Eric W owern 

A Review, by Marvin Hunewell 

The August 1981 edition of this English -language catalog has been 
changed considerably from the previous ( 1979) edition. The most significant 
change is the incorporation of subjects previously covered in the GF 2 and 
GF 3 ca talogs. The GF 1 catalog has thus grown from 32 to 96 pages, and 
can now be r eferred to as "The Bible" fer Greenland philately up to 1938. 

ALout one-third of t he catalog is devoted to an in-depth treatment of the 
Pakke Port o stamps. Wowern furnishes the user four basic prices for each 
stamp/ printing: mint never hinged ; unused, hinged; used with Copenhagen 
cancel ; and used on entire parcel card. The various perforation varieties are 
also listed and priced. While the constant print ing varieties are not priced, 
they do r eceive very special treatment. The varieties are illustrated in great 
enlargements and completely described in the introduction. The layout of the 
catalog is unusual in tha t the varieties are also illustr~ted by plate position 
in the 25-subject sheets. 
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Another major section (45 pages) concerns mail to, from, and within 
Greenland. The Copenhagen and Greenland postmarks are all illustrated and 
priced. Also covered are: the Avane numeral cancellations, other fiscal can
cels, the savings-books, the various parcel cards used (KGH's, the Royal 
Greenla nd Trade Company's, and regular Danish post office's), parcel number 
labels, etc. 

Rounding out Greenland philately prior to 1938 are special sections on 
iairmail flights between 1924 and 1935, and expeditions from 1902 to 1938. 
:The covers pertaining to these events are illustrated and priced. 

The catalog is essential to the Greenland specialist, a nd is highly recom
mended to anyone interested in learning more about this special area -0f Scan
dinavia philately. Price 84 Dkrs. (or the equivalent of 90 D.krs. in U. S. 
funds) postpaid from the publisher: GF Frimrerker, Floradalen 31, DK-2830 
iVirum, Denmark. (Several U. S. Scandinavian stamp/ book dealers also stock 
this catalog, prices unknown.) 

P .S.: Eric W owern has donated the copy of the catalog used for thili 
review to the SCC Library. 

MEMBER-TO-MEMBER 
THIS SPOT is reserved for your member-to-member advertisement. The first 

20 words cost you $2.00 (this is the minimum) and it is lOc per word 
after that. Send your ad and your check to Business Manager Eric Rob
erts, P. 0. Box 1304, Claremont, Calif. 91711. Include your membership 
number in your ad, but don't count it as part of the total number of words. 

WANTED-Traders for Sweden mint, used, coil pairs, booklets, Scott catalog 
value. Larry P . Schultz (2460), 125 Imperial St., Kalamazoo, MI 49001. 

FINLAND WANTED: Mute-cancelled 20th century Finnish stamps and cov
ers. Also WW II German-Finnish Fieldpost cover s. E. Fraser (#954), 
26th Floor, 60 Broad St., New York, NY 10004. 

SWEDEN. RetiI"ed collector selling Swedish mint and used sets, booklets. 
Send SASE for list. Want lists welcome. Robert Moorhouse (2433), 456 
Gardner, El Cajon, CA 92020. 

EXCHANGE WANTED, Iceland Fine used. Have Facit 362, 417, 424, 434, 
529-31, 556, many others in quantity exchanges up to 25 from 1930. Tony 
Brown (1979), Hillside Road, Burnhamoncrouch, Essex, England. 

CATALOGS: For sale- 1982 Facit $20.00; 1981-82 AF A Specialized $24.50 
(hardbound), Norsk eksilpost 1940-45 $14.00, Norges Helpost 1872-1980 
(some English) special $9.50. All postpaid. Californians add 6% tax. Eric 
Roberts (#1976), P. 0. Box 1304, Claremont, CA 91711. 

SWEDEN IC ELAND FAROES 
NORWAY DENMARK 

New Issue Service 

Vikingaskepp Philatelic Service 
Bo:s: 1072, Station P 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada IUC SJU 
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We make the 

SCANDINAVIAN 
QUALITY AUCTIONS 
which are held at the Sheraton 
Hotel, Stockholm twice yearly. 

Please contact us for furthtr 
information 

FRIMARKsHUSET AB 
'il1\:-..:LF'r C IBRQ '\; '> 1\:1 f-R\!M IONt\I 
MasterSamuelsg. 5, S·lll 44 Stockholm, Sweden 

F H-NYTT : (F H News) is published 4 
times per year. In each issue all new Scan
dinavian stamps are catalogued and pricc
changcs are given to the lates t FACIT cat
alogues. Yo u will a lso find plenty to read : 
interesting articles . special offers and 
Post-bid Au ct io ns . . . . In short, a magazine 
indispensab le to the starn collec tor of 
Scand inavian coun t ries. 

If you do noT subscribe then just send us 
£3 (Europe) or L'S $6 ( Overseas airmail} 
i11 banknotes fo r a fu ll y ear subscription. 

- FRIMARKsHUSET AB 
'11ANI F1 CIBBO\:~ I\: 11 R~:\l I0 '\11\ I. 
Master 5."lmuelsg. 5, S-111 44 Stockholm, Sweden 

lllllJIHIUIUIU!lnm11u111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111u111n111111111111111 1111:u111ill! 

GREEN1LAND 

PARCEL POST STAMPS 

Scott # N .H. L.H. Used 
Ql lpre 111h __ 40.00 25.00 30.00 
Qla lpre 12% _ 780.00 315.00 440.00 
Q2 2pre - - - ----- 75.00 63.00 
Q3 5pr e ll 1h __ 85.00 52'.50 63.00 
Q3a 5pre 121h _ 780.00 315.00 490.00 
Q4 lO~re 11 ___ 44.00 44.00 
Q4a 10¢re 121h 750.00 315.00 425.00 
Q4b 10¢re 111h _ 48.00 27.00 33.00 
Q5 15pre ________ 96.00 110.00 
Q6 20pre 11 lf.i _ 22.00 12.50 12.50 
Q6a 20pre 11 ___ 44.00 44.00 
Q7 70pre 11 ___ 40.00 80.00 
Q7a 70pre 11 ¥.i 130.00 95.00 
Q8 lkr 11 _____ 40.00 75.00 
Q8a lkr 11 1h ___ 60.00 38.00 
Q9 3kr ------ 140.00 115.00 
QlO 70pr e pale vio 52.00 52.00 

red violet _ 140.00 150.00 
Qll lkr _______ 44.00 44.00 

Payment with order only. Checks or 
money order. Returns may be made 
within ten days of receipt for refund 
or credit. 

Orders exceeding $100 we pay post
age, if less add $2.50 for regi stered 
airmail postage. 

Photocopies can be sent upon request . 

;w a nt lists for all better Scandinavian 
stamys are welcome. 

HOLT<' GUM MES SON AB 
Kungsgatan 55 

S-11122 Stockholm, Sweden 

n11m11111111n1111111ma111m:1111111111:11 1111t11111111111111111111111111111!11:11111i:111i;1111•::i •. 1:' ::: ' , .ii~ 
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i SELL SCANDINAVIA . I IN SCANDINAVIA! 
i If you hove choice Scandinavian material to 
~ sell, why not sell it where the top prices are 
::: paid? Our buyer and vendor list includes cus
:~ tamers from 35 different countries. That's why 
i.' we can sell all kinds of fine quality material at 
~ · top prices . 
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Give us a try. We are now putting together 
material for our next auction. 

Should you prefer to sell for cash, we naturally 
would welcorne the opportunity to discuss your 
holdings with you. 

And if you ore not now on the list to receive our 
auction catalogs, write to us. 

BEMGT LILJA 
Stamp Auctions Limited 

Stora Nygatan 31 
S-211 37 Malmo, Sweden 

Member ASDA PTS APHW 
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Denmark's 40 Ore Typographed Caravel Issue
A New Variety? 

By Marvin Hunewell 

1912 

Is the stamp on the left, "Round dot in flag ," a new variety, or has it been 
documented before ? Do you have a copy of it, or do you know its story? 

'fhe variety on the right (Square dot in flag) is AFA No. 174x/ Facit No. 
226 I, and both catalogs illustrate it. The variety on the left is, to the bast 
of my knowledge, unl isted. It has a round dot, and the lines in the flag do 
not touch the dot. 

Could it be that the round dot variety is the original flaw or variety, and 
the other is a "retouch"? This is my opinion of how the listed variety came 
about. Perhaps both vari eties sh ould be listed by AF A and Facit if additional 
reports of the round dot variety can be documented. 

Do you have a copy of AFA 174x ? If so , take another look at it. Is it 
really No. 174x, or the same as the "dot" variety? If you do not collect Dan
ish varieties, why not take a good hard look at your duplicates. You may dis
cover one or both varieties! (The 1981-82 Specialized AFA Catalog lists N-0. 
174x at 150 D.Krs . in used condition- about $20.00- versus 1 D.Kr. for a nor
mal copy.) 

Correspondence regarding the round do t variet:v is inv itr-d: Mar vin Hune
well, 6831 Ardal c Dr. , St . Louis, MO 63 12'.L 

• s • c • c • 

SAVA 1982-A Review 
This fascinating specialist's catalog first appeared in 1979, and is now up

dated in this new edition. The name SAY A co mes from the words "sam
levardige varianter," or collectable variants. The ma jor s teel engraved issues 
of Denmark, Greenland, and Faroes arc covered. Th ~ ca l a lo.:>; is designed for 
the fly-speck enth usiast, covering the various flaws which a rc repeated suf
ficiently to identify these stamps as di stinct vari eti es. 

The catalog begins with an in-depth study of the wavy -line issues, includ
ing the overprin lcd ones , fo llowed by the Caravel issues. The detailed var
ieties are fa r gr·eater in number than those major variants described in the 
AFA Specialkatalog. The two Chist ian X a nd F r ederik IX series are studied 
extensively. Many of the Dan ish commemorative issues also have distinct 
varie ties. Seven pages only are devoted to Greenland, and three to Faroes 
varieties. Stamps issued into 1981 are included. 

Most of the stamps are quite inexpensive, and with the use of the SA VA 
catalog, ma ny hours of fun are in s tore for t he collect or with patience and a 
good magnifying glass. The catalog is available for approximately $17 from 
Scandinaviau International Ph ilately, Box 8042, Rotterdam AA 3009, Holland. 

- Alan Warren 
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The "Halved" Stamps of Finland 
There are a group of "halved" stamps which have been postally used dur

ing various periods of Finnish history. Whenever oddities exist, people try 
to explain them in both "pro and con" r easonings. Most of Finland's devoted 
collectors are, of necessity, purists and will not quickly (if ever) welcome into 
their philatelic folds a bastardized item . . . nor will they accept as valid 
postal material or any such mail matter that was not offic ially issued or sanc
tioned by the post office of the government of Finland. I share this thinking. 
I'd rather be careful in acceptance than to suddeniy see odd postal pieces 
granted the mantle of Rarity, thus commanding exorbitant prices. 

None of us object to the collecting of oddities because such items hav ..: a 
value to those who find interest in collecting unusual material. We would 
rather keep our exhibitions and competitions free of questionable material un
til such time that an item has been proven to be "official" in the full dictionary 
interpretation of the word. 

Lehtori Mikko Ossa again contribut es to his readers a very fine article on 
this subject which we have translated for the benefit of those who are not fa
miliar with Finland's "halved" stamps and to give some direction to those of 
us who may be offered such material at one time or another. -M.H. 

• • • 

Picture 1 - 10 Kop-186-0 

F or decades collectors have been discuss ing those mail items that appear 
in Finland's philatelic history which bear stamps that have been cut in half, 
affixed t o the missives and then passed through the postal system. They were 
cut in half to make the proper mailing rate fee, most often on the basis that 
the mailer could not get a stamp of the correct denomination. 

One faction ar2·ues that items so ma'iled are Rarities of r~l value wlailo 
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yet another states that such items are "made-up" and that such material c<mld 
find its way through the mail at any time. We must keep in mind that the 
pos office of Finland, at no time, issued "halved" stamps or sanctioned the 
misuse of their adhesives by the citizenry. 

Until there is agreement pertaining to this eternal quest ion from an of
ficial source all such odd material should be held by the collector even if there 
are douhts concerning the origin of the object. Even though the collector may 
include· such items b his album I would not suggest that they be included in 
an exhibit . Until proven otherwise they are nice conversation pieces to show 
to friends for philatelic discussions. 

In present day all "halving"' of stamps for mail usage is strictly prohib
ited by- the Finnish Postal Government. 

Picture 2 - 1891/7 Kop. Postal stationery with halved 1 Kop- 1891 
Ring·mark sta1~1p. 

Picture 3 -' Commemorative 1889 card with 2/2p and a · third "halved." 
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Classic Examples of Halved Stamps Exist 

A storm of disagreement centers around our 10 kopeck stamps of 1856, 
commonly called "Oval" stamps. This is prompted by the existence of some 
pairs, wherein one of the stamps has been cut in half vertically, t hus the owner 
really has a stamp and one-half rather than a full pair. For some time now 
collectors argue that any such pair came from a Registered letter because the 
prevailing tariff of the period required an additional 5 kop. for the Registry 
factor. 

This is "HOGWASH," (continues Mr. Ossa). These halved 10 kop. pairs 
were merely an effort to improve a badly flaw ed stamp by cutting away the 
damaged area. 

5 Kop. stamps of 1856 are known with one of the paired items cut in half 
vertically and these are the resul t of negligent cutting in the post offices. 

One example that bears mention is a 10 Kop. 1860 stamp on letter, halved, 
mailed from Helsinki to Porvoo at the start of 1860 when a 5 kop. foe was the 
correct postage for the weight and the distance. I strongly susp2ct that this 
was an item conceived by a philatelist to create an interesting item for his 
collection. (See Picture #1). It is close to impossible t hat the largest post
office in Finland, Helsinki, would have been out of stamps at any time in his
tory. 

Creations from Finla nd 's Change-over Period 

ABOPHIL #2, 1974, described a R ingmark postal stationery item with a 
printed 7 kop. value to which has been added a 1 lwp. halved Ringrnark stamp. 
(See Picture #2). Thi s scissor-work in a way appears to meet one postal fee 
instruction of that period which required % kop. additi onal postag e on let
ters. The item was cancelled in PYHAJOKI, June 1899. Others are known. 

Picture #3 illustrates a commernorativ..; card bearing 2/ 2 penny stamps 
from our so-called "upper-corner·· stamps. One ·of the stamps has been cut in 
half t.o effP.ct the 5 penny postal rate 9f the day. The cancellation is a 3-
fanguage indicia reading TURKU, Jan. 14, 1901. This is most certainly a 
"made-up" item. In no way could the city of TURKU have run out of proper 
5 penny stamps! 

The Russian Ty pes Most Numerous 

Most of these "creations" exist f1 om the Russian-type stamp emissions of 

Picture 4 - Ruhtinansalmi "halved stamps." 
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1901-1917. The oddest of this lot is a New Years card bearing one quarter 
( 14) of a Russian stamp cut in a dimension intended to represent the 5 penny 
postage r ate. This was a way of showing "passive resistance" to the Russian 
rulings of the time and is fairly typical <Jf similar examples. During this 
period we can find our 20 penny lithographed stamps cut in half and affixed 
to cards which required but 10 pennies for fee . These too, have to be attrib
u ted to t he fanciful thinkings of the senders and are by no means <Jfficial by 
and reasoning. 

The 1911 two penny stamps are found on letters with 12 whole 2 penny 
stamps a nd just an additional s ingle 2 penny adliesive c;.1t in half to make the 
required 25 p. rate. I do not own one of these examples, but as I recall they 
emanate fr<Jm the year 1918, when the trying politi cal and · ation:1l problems 
probably allowed a lmost anythin g t o go through the mails. 

R U HTIN AN SALMI "Rahed" Stamps 
These iLems im;pire the liveliest conversations bent on p l'oving that these 

items are really authentic. In January of 1918. SUO~IUSSALMI P. 0. placed 
an order to the Central PO for stamps. Because the vVar of Independence 
occurred at this time the order was never fill ed. This created a stamp sh ort
age and the requesting PO never got anything but 40 penny stamps for the 
years 1911-1917. 

The postal clerk decided to help the populace and proceeded to cut the 40 
penny stamps in half and affix them to the cards us ing these Russian-type 
stamps only. All such cancellations must be from the Spririg of 1918. ln a 
way this item could be described as "official." What comnlicates it is that 
the clerk affixed many m or e stamps in this manner than were normally need
ed. One has to consider a ll "halved" stamps as hav i:1g- bce:1 addressed and 
mailed for the sheer purpose of "using them up." (See picture #4). 

At the presen t time we don't see many of th ese but old collectors Tccall 
bundles of them appearing after the war. 

Picture 5 - Package card with 2 whole 40p stamps and 1 halved to make . 
1 Rouble fee. 
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The Saarinen-type "Halved" Stamps 

Additional interest is provided by such treatment of the Saarinen stamps. 
These are usually from the end -of t he 1910 decade or the very beginning of 
1920's. The package card cancelled KARUNKI 22.12'.1918 (Picture # 5) hae 
two whole 40p. stamps and one c~1t in half to make the postal rate of 1 Mark 
for a package weighing less than -one kilo . It is too surprising that a poet-
office like KARU>IKI could have been -out of 1 Mark sta mps. While sueh 
items got acceptance to some degree I feel that some enterprising philatelist 
was often behind the scene, making something nice for his collect ion. 

The Latest Creations 

The latest of these items came to light during another time of strese iJ 
our nation. The first was created on the 16th and 17>th of October, 1939, in 
NIINISALO, where a vast number of reserve soldiers were t hen on military 
maneuvers. The demand for 2 Mark stamps resulted in a shortage. The local 
PO allowed the more plentiful 4 Mark stamps to be cut in half rto "keep the 
troops happy." According to old records less than 100 of these were mailed. 
'Some of them were marked as "Postage Due" by the Postoffices but some 
were delivered \\ith Postage Due stickers affixed. These are fairly Rare. 

The HANKO Halved Stamps 

The last of these items came fr om HA>IKO in March 20 and 21, 1940, 
when the entire town had to evacuate to deliver this t erritory to rthe Russian•, 

Picture 6 - Stamp halved in Hanko by Lauri Peltonen in 1940. 

Picture 7 - A "made-up" item, by a stamp dealer in 1938. Never sold. 
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in agreement with the Moscow Peace Treaty. 
At this time Lauri Peltonen, the well known stamp dealer, decided to move 

to LOHJA. Because the town of HANKO had run out of 2 Mark stamps, the 
enterprising Mr. Peltonen elected to cut 4 Mark st amps in half and mail the 
advice of his new location to all those on his mailing list. (After all, doesn't 
the customer always come first? How I wish it were still true. M.H.) (See 
Picture # 6). 

Additionally, another latecomer that rates ccmment occurred in 1938, when 
a 3•l/2i Mark stamp W<1S bisected and affixed to a Jetter with a 25 penny stamp 
to make the fee of 2 Marks. The deal er who made these up never sold them. 
It is strictly a contl' ivcd item. (See Picture #7). 

- MIKKO OSSA 

COMPEX '82 Souvenir Cord 

The five-color souvenir card for this year's SCC annual convention may 
be ordered for $1.25 each , postpaid, from Norm Andrews, Box 731, Park Ridge, 
IL 60068. 

Remittance in US funds drawn on US bank only, payable Scandinavian 
Collectors Club. 

FRIMEX 1982 will be held in Reyk javik, Iceland, on August 19-23, 1982. 
Details from P. 0. Box 101 , 210 Gardhabae, Icel and. (Thanks to Wayne 
Sommer, member Reykj avik Philatelic Society, for thi s informati on.) 
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Finland's Red Abo Cancellation of 1822 

Yksirivisrten Abo-leimojen hauska ristaus 1820-luvun kuorell a . - An att ractive 
cross formed from the Abo single line cancel, on a cover from the 1820s. -
Eine hiibsche Kreuzung der Abo-Einzeiler auf einem Brid der 20er Jahre des 
vorigen Jahrhunderts. (Photo courtesy of the book, "The Early P ostmarks of 
Finland" published by Lauri Peltonen of Hanko, Finland, and Messrs. Gum
messon, Ossa and Stenberg who compiled and wrote the r eference work.) 

In several recent articles on Classic and Modern Finnish stamps I have 
giv·en both opinion and analysis of the subjects predicated on available infor
mation and experience. (See Field post M-8 and Vinkkila articles). 

Yet another favorite of Finland's cancellations, the so-c:illed " red" Ji.BO 
one-line indicia, comes into well deserved and timely scrut in y. 

To my best knowledge, this unusual sanguine-hued "one-liner" was em
ployed for just the brief period of April to October 1822. Of course it is 
possible that one or more could turn up a bit later or a month earl ier to make 
us change our records but as of now the seven month bracket is correct. 

The use of red ink in a cancellation during those early decades announced 
by virtue of color a fair warning that the missive had emanated from a 
"plague infected area." This device had been utilized t o warn of contamina
tion in disease ridden areas of Europe earlier in the 1800's. 

Appal'ently, the postmaster ·of TURKU found it necessary to use this 
"w.arning" measure even though no evidence of plar;ue had manifes ted in 
TURKU, or for that matter anywhere in Finland. He was indeed a cautious 
man. 

According to the well kept records of the Postoffi ce Arch ives , "no official 
directives, orders or manifests were issued to em ploy a plagu ~ ' arning can
cellation." Thus we must assume that the r ed A.BO cancel was the result of 
concern and worry. 

Later in the century ( 1831) when the dread disease Cholera struck Europe, 
mail from plague areas was disinfected by punching hol es through the let ters, 
which in turn advised a silent caution to the addressee. 
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Now that the history and romance aspects of our "patient" have been 
described let us take a look at where this cancellation now stands in the col
lecting world of today. 

For decades this cancellation was rated RR (2-3 known) and those few 
examples enjoyed residence in vaunted, fairly perman ent c_. llecLions. Once 
again, the enviable seclusion and prestige of another Rarity fell when several 
more red .ABO cancellations appeared in the Inter national ma!·h2;, in 1981. 

The authenticity of these newcomers appears confirmed <.iHl wiLh a li tlb 
luck and diligence time will probably serve to discl ose the nc1rn bc:r of th ese 
gems in existence. 

The Finnish catalog publishers were quick to evaluate and rc~poml with 
!Price adjustments when both >IORMA and LAPE r eflected chan;;es i:; \he ir 
1982 issues: 

NORMA LAPE 
1981 ___ ___ __ $4000 1980 ______ __ $3750 
1982 __ __ ____ $3250 1981 ______ __ $4500 

1982 _______ _ $3500 

The price drops by LAPE and >IORMA of about $750 to $1000 serve to 
aid the buyer in determining the present worth of the item. I do not know of 
Bny forgeries of our subject but any buyer would do well to submit such items 
to a Finnish expert on cancell ations before purchase or during a time exten
sion agreed upon with the seller. The cover or contents should bear the date 
of 1822 to be certa in of authenticity. 

l feel that the value of this fine piece of postal history will remain secure 
and that even the appearance of those few more that have found their way into 
the world of philately will soon enjoy price rises of consequence. 

- Mike Hvidonov 
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J SPECIALIZED SALES of SCANDINAVIA I 
i 6 times 11 year we have a sale exclusively against written bids, <I• i 1pecializin~ in: * 
! DENMARK FAROES GREENLAND ~ 

·1 DANISH WEST INDIES :t :!: 
NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND + 

+ i i Each catalogue contains 1200-1500 lots and is fully illustrated. + 
t ~ ALL single stamps are illustrated in actual size, as are also <I• 

n1llny c u,·t~r~, etc. •+• + ~ 

: A sk ! or !'HEE catalogues from: i 
: i 
!°l& P. 0. llox 101?· GQTT;i~:~se~~~ C. Bredballe, i 

DK-7100 VEJLE, DENMARK f. 
Tel. (05) 81 61 25 :1: •.. 

. Member : A.S.D.A. Unitec.1 States; P.T.S. London _ + 
I Danimh Stamp Dealers' A11oci11tion :;: 
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SCC Chapter 13 Delaware 

SIXT EENTH ANN UAL AUCTION 
Genera l and Specialized Scandinavia 

June 22, 1982 

1'agc t S 

Once again for it s a nn ua l auction, Chapter 13 has assembled some un
usual material, which should appeal t o all collectors of Scandinavia. W e re
gard this act ivity as a service to sec and the "pr ofit" is r einvested in m em
ber ships a nd in educational projects such a s slide shows, which benef it Scan
dinavian ph ila tely. 

Usual auction r ules prevail with lots sold to the highest bidder ait a small 
a dva nce over the second high bid, or t o the earlier bidder in case of ties. All 
lot s guaranteed g enuine or a s described. Gum can be assumed unless other
wise stated. 

Material is conservait ively descr ibed and qualit y is generally far above 
aver age. VF means very fine, well centered, desirable item. F means the 
p erfs. do not touch or cut the design. Defect ive items may be descr ibed as F 
or VF but the defects are always noted or described. 

Other abbreviations : VG- pcrfs cut des ign; *-unused, h inged unless 
otherwise descr ibed; o-used; Cv- cover or card; NH- never h inged; LH
lightly h inged, no r emant ; E-est. NET value; o/ w- otherw ise; UL--upper 
left ; LR- lower r igh t , et c. ; eds-circular dated cancellation. 

1982 Facit numbers are used, followed by the corresponding Scott num
bers in ( ). Prices are F acit' s, converted t o $ at 1 Sw. Kr .=$0.18. 

Send bids t o Scandinavian Collect or s Club, Chapter 13, P . 0 . Box 59, 
Rockland, DE 19732. Successful mail bidder s will be notified and lots mailed 
on receipt of payment , including postage charge, or lots may be sent directly 
with bill enclosed to bidders known to us from earlier sales. A Xer ox copy 
of any lot w ill be sent on request accompanied by an addressed, stamped en
velope. A list of pr ices r ealized will be sen t t o a ll bidders. 

Lot Facit# (Scott#) Facit (in $) 
DANISH WEST INDIES 

1 0 

2 
lb ( l a ) ] 85'1 0c, 4 even marg., v. minute na l ural p inhole-, \. F _ 198.00 
le (1 ) 1Si'i5 3c, br n. gum, evenly tr immed bu t no margins ----- 135.00 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

o (2 ) 1866 3c, 4 large even margins, VF - - ------- ----·--- ---- --- 54.00 
o 2 ( 2 ) J86G, :Jc, 4 margin copy , close at top, F VF ----- - - - ---- 54.00 
* 3 (3) 1872 3c, cent. TL, no g um, usual r ough pergs, a t tractive 126.00 
o 3 (3) 1872 3c, usual r ough pN f s, still VF copy. Min. pinhole 144.00 
* 4 (4) 1873 4c, color, centering, perfs all above average ----- - 180.00 
* 5a ( 5) J873-1902 p 14xl31h , no gum, sh t . corn. per f . o/ w F VF 90.00 
=~= 5a, e (5) same, 4th, 5th ptgs.) one no gun1, faults, fresh - ----- 72.00 
* 6b ( G) same, 3c, 2nd ptg ., perfs just t ouch a t B, par t OG, VG/ F 90.00 
* 6b II (6) same, "white wedge" var., perfs nibbed L, prob. regum F 180. 
Cv 7 I1I (7c) bisect, p 14x 131h , tied St. Thomas 13/ 2 1903 rto St. 

Cr oix, backst . F red. and Chris., Cv and stamp FVF --- - 180.00 
9b I (9b ) 1873-1902 7c, Inv. fr ., It . corn. er., perf th in, o/ w VF 54.00 

,,. lOf (10) sa me, lOc, pair , ptg. VI, no gum as always t hi& ptg, VF 39.60 
* 23a (14a) 1887-1905 l e surch . on 7c, 1s t ptg., no g um, F - - ---- 54.00 
Cv 32 (31) 1905 5 bit, Chr. IX, on pict. pc., F red. and Christ. 1905 

cane., U L corn. perfs nibbed on stamp, some aging- - - -- - - 54.0() 
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DENMMARK 

17 o 3 (3) 1854-63 2 sk. It. blue, 4 margin copy, FVF ------------- 54.00 
18 o 5 (5a) same 8 sk. gr een, 3 margins, 3-ring #8 cane., VG/ F __ 70.00 
19 o 6 (6) same, 16 sk. gry-lilac, 4 margins, 3-ring # 182 cane., F VF 180.00 
20 o 6 (6) same, 16 sk. gry-lilac, 4 margins, crease LR o/ w FVF _ 180.00 
21 o ·8 (8) 1858-62, 8 sk. green, 4 large even margins, fresh and VF 90.00 
22 o 10 (10) 1863 16 sk. lilac, rouletted, trimmed three sides, but 

margins remain all 4 sides, good color, attractive ______ 720.00 
23 o 12 (12) 1864-70 3 sk red viol. royal ·emblem, It. crease o/ w VF 72.00 
24 o 15 (15) same, 16 dk. gray, v. attractive but with small foults 108.00 
25 o 17 (15b) same, 16 sk. perf. 121/z, rare st amp w. small faults, F 900.00 
26 o 23 (19) 1870-71 8 sk. bicolor, natural ( ? ) pinhole, o/ w FVF __ 72.00 
27 o 24 (20) same, 16 sk. green/ gray, sm. thin, o/ w VF ------ --- 144.00 
28 o 31 (28) 1875-1904 8 sk. with (M)ERN Esrom-type cane., faults E 2.00 
29 o 45A I II (52a) same, 1006, perf 12%, inv. frame, F _____ _____ 22.50 
30 o 50 III (35 var) 1882-1902 arms, 56 grn., inv. wmk., 4 miss. perfs 81.00 
31 o 60 III (48 var) same, perf 12%, 206 blue, "break in circle" 

var., corn. perf missing, o/ w F ---------- ---------------- 5.40 
32 * 70 II (73 var) 1907-12 106 red, "tuft of hair" var. in pair w. 

normal, NH, FVF --- - - ------ - ---- --- ---------- - ----- - 34.00 
33 * 122b I (81 var) 1912-26 surch. , 356 on 3216 grn., inv. wmk., F 45.00 
34 * 162 (129) 1913-28 2 Kr. Chr. X, red lilac/ gray, FVF _________ _ 72.00 
35 * 2'01-12 (164-75) 1924 Postal Ann. cpl. se-ten. blks, NH or LH, VF 135. 
36 o 211 I (174 va r) same, 206 var. "streak on forehead," FVF ____ 29.70 
37 * 213-17 (Cl-5) 1925 airmail, cpl. FVF --- ----- ------------ - 405.00 
38 * 262-6 (C6-10) 1934 airmail, cpl., LH, VF ------------- - - - -- 41.40 
39 o 329 I (306 var) 1948 F r IX 156 g r n., reentry var. " dbl. ptg. of 

VIGGO BANG" in pair w. normal, VF - -------- - - - - -- - - - 22.50 
40 * Tjl (01) 1871 offic. 2 sic, centered, pretty but w. faults, no gum 67.GO 
41 o Tjl (01) same used, short perf LL, s till v. desirable copy, FVF 58.50 
42 o Tj4 (04) same, perf 121/21, 4 sk. red, 2 missing perfs T, t iny 

thin, o/ w F, a difficult stamp -------------- -------~- 2•34.00 
43 o T j5 (0 ) same, 16 sk. g rn., normal rough perfs, tiny thin o/ w F 198.00 
44 o Ti18 (P18) 1907-15 newspaper, wmk cross, 386, exceptional 108.00 
45 o Pfl (Q3) 1919-45 postfaerge, 106 red Chr. X, FVF __________ 45.00 
46 o Pf5 (Q7) same, 506 black/ brn-lilac Chr. X, FVF ____ ______ 171.00 
47 o Re15 (fr. 89b) 1929, adv. se ten., "Rundskuedagen" pair, NH, FVF 81. 
48 o Group of 8 diff. "sta r " type cancellations _____ ___ ____ ______ E 8.00 
49 *o 11//Q23 Collection 393 nearly all cliff. incl. vars., some small 

faults but most F or better. Almost all used. ___ Scott $1200.00 

FAROES 

50 o 10//39 (8/ 37) 1975-78, 9 cliff. modern used stamps, FVF _____ 15.30 
51 o Ten diff. mute (dateless) cancellations on Dan. stamps ____ E 25.00 

FINLAND 

52 * 24 (35) 1885 Arms 1Mk gry/ red, few perf tips show aging o/ w F 22.50 
53 o 33 ( 44 ) 1889-1900 Arms 5 Mk, perf 121/z, sm thin in margn o/ w VF 54. 
54 o 34 ( 45) same, 10 Mk red/ brn, centered, VF ___ _____________ 68.40 
55 o Group of 111 diff. from 1972-81, used, incl. some semipostals E 7.00 
56 * Al-4 (Nl-4) AUNUS 1919 overprints, short set , VF ---- - - -- 28.80 
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GREENLAND 
57 * 1-5, 7, 9 (1-7) The 1938 Chr. X issue, VF ------------- ----- 43.50 
58 * 34-5 (33-4) 1950 Gustav H-0lm 1 Kr, 2 Kr, NH, VF ---------- 21.60 
59 o Group of 19 diff. from 1963-79, used -------------------- -- 16.75 

ICELAND 

60 o lOb IV (16 var) 1876-1901 5a grn., inv. wmk., weak corn. perf 
o/w F --------------------------.---------------------- 16.20 

61 o 17 (18) same, 40a lilac, perf 14xl3 1;'~ , VF ------- - - - -------- 25.00 
62 o 64 II (35 var) 1902-05 4a red / gray "AUP' var. minor wrinkle 

o/ w VF -------------------- ------------ ------------- - - 76.50 
63 * 90 (85) 1907 Two Kings 5 Kr, wmk crown, no gum, fresh, VG 130.00 
64 o 114 II (92 var) 1912 Fr. VIII 5a grn., inv. wmk. var., FVF ____ 9.90 
65 -0 123 II (141R) 1924-26 Opt., 10 Kr on 1 Kr yellow, TOLLUR cane. 

FVF _ ------ - --- ______ - --- - - - ----- - - ------ --------- - -- _ 36.00 
66 o 157 (187) 1931-7 Chr. X reengr., 10 Kr post. used, sl. aging, VF 54.00 
67 o 170 171 (146-7) 1925, 2 diff. EDINBURGH cane. FVF strikes E 8.00 
68 o 171 (147) same, BERGE:\! cane., stamp and strike both VF E 6.00 
69 o 204, 206-9 (C15, 17-20) 1934 Airs, all w. TOLLUR cane., av. F can 55. 
70 o 218-20 (199-2-01) 1937 Chr. X 25th Anniv. used, FVF -------- 21.50 
71 '' 321-5 (278-82) 1953 l\lanuscripts cpl., VLH, VF -------------- 31.50 
72 ''' 358 II (310 var.) 1958 Flowers, "color specks" variety, VF ---- 2.50 
73 o Tj13 ( 012) 1876-1900 Arms, lOa ultram. official, perf 121;2, F 49.50 
74 * Tj15 (025) 1902, "I GILD!" ' opt . on 3a yellow, perf. 14x13 1h, F 162.0ft 
75 * Tjl 7 ( 027) same on lOa blue, another difficult stamp, VF __ 225.00 
76 o Tj18b (028) same on 16a red , used, FVF - ------------------- 36.00 
77 o Tj53a ( 050) 1922-36, 2Kr r ed, pjonusta -0pt., perf. missing o/ w F 40.50 
78 * Tj53b (050a) same, var. "larger print w/ out period," NH, FVF 23.40 
79 Tj54 (051) same, 5 Kr brown, VLH, FVF - ------- - ------- 180.00 
80 *o STIMPILMERKI (8 diff. ) (see P OSTHORN, Nov. 1973), FVF E 24.00 
81 *o Greidslumerki opt. on Fae. 198-9, als-0 lOa blue (Fae. Ty K) *,o E 12.00 
82 o Group of 20 diff . modern used betw. 1972-79 (Fae 497 //583) FVF 17. 
83 Cv Ten cover s with special cancellations-8 unaddressed ______ E 10.00 
84 o Group of 40 clif f. stamps w. TOLLUR cane. Avg to VF strikes 69.00 
85 o COLLECTION, 383 diff., betw. 10//072, incl. vars. V few faults, 

mostly FVF. '82 Scott cat. value ----------- ----------- 2100.00 

NORWAY 
86 o 5 (5) 1856-7 Oscar I, 8 Sk brn/ recl, attractive, tiny thin o/ w VF 45.00 
87 o 2 (2 ) same, 2 Sk, blue num. cane., repair at B, VF appearance 144.00 
88 -0 7 (7) 1863-4 3 Sk Lion, lt. Throndhjem cane., t rivial thin, VF 468.00 
89 * 72C ( 49 var) 1893-1908 3o yellow. p. 14 1;2x13 '12, Central Printing, 

one perf short, very scarce and VF ------------ -------- 243.00 
90 * 75C (51 var) same, lOo rose, Central Ptg., 2._sm. thins o/ w F 144.00 
91 * 78C (53 var ) same, 20ii blue, Central Ptg., a beauty, VF ____ 315.00 
92 * Hll (83a ) 1909-29, 15ii brn. (Fae. -09B) in cpl. booklet, FVF _ 108.00 
93 * 159-62 ( 132-5) 1928 Ibsen set cpl., fresh, FVF ------------ -- 30.50 
94 * H50, 839, 853 (733 , 753, 765) Bklt+ 2 sheets iss. for NORWEX-80, 

NH, VF ---- --- - ------- - ------------------------------- 2'3.40 
95 *-0 COLLECTIO N r emainder, 296 mostly diff. on Scott spec. pages, 

a few faults but mostly F en· better. '82 Scott cat. -----'- -- 640.00 

SWEDEN 
96 o 2 (2) 1855 4 Sk bc-0., It. blue, sl. toning, VF ------ ------------ 99.00 
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97 o 2 (2) same, 4 sk., dark blue shade, Stockh. box cane., F __ __ __ 99.00 
98 o 3c (3) same, 6 sk. bco., brn-gray, r eperf. L, tiny thin o/ w FVF 1080. 
99 o 4 (4 ) same, 8 sk. bco., orange, smaii faults, appears VF -- --· - 540.00 

100 o 8 (7) 1858 Arms, 9'6 blue-lilac, cent. Stock. cane. sl toning FVF 234.00. 
101 o 9, 10 (8, 10) same, 126 (2) 240 (2) w. VF town cancellations __ 68.00 
102 Cv 9, 11 (8, 11) same, 12 and 306 tied on cv. to USA (1 126 missing) 

Red NY and London transit mks. Cv tattered and stained still 
r are use. Cat. as stamps only ------------- ----·- - -- - ---- 36.00 

103 o 10 (10 ) same, 240 orange, weak corn. perf. , o/ w FVF ______ 30.50 
104 o 12 (12) same, 506 carm.-rose, thin, deep color, FVF ------ ---- 81.00 
105 o 15 (14) 1862 Lion, 176 red lilac, sm. margin thin o/ w FVF __ 198.00 
106 o 16 (16) same, 206 red, son Karlsborg eds, sl. nibbed perfs T, VF 23.40 
107 o 18 (18) 18~·2 -76 Ring type, perf 14, 46 gray, F -------------- 117.00 
108 o 26 (26 ) same, 506 rose, btr. color, one shortened perf, s till FVF 36.00 
109 o 27 (27) same, 1 riksd., perf 14, few nibbed perfs L o/ w VF __ 63.0<1 
110 o 37 (37) 1877-9, 1 riksd., p. 13, son Mariestad eds, faults __ 432.00 
111 o 44 ( 44) 1886-91 Ring type, 66 blue-lilac, sl. aging still VF __ 30.50 
112 o 126-34 (B22-30) 1918 semipostals, short set, FVF ____ ____ ____ 31.00 
113 o 162cx (161 var) 1920-33, 606, type 1 w. wrnk., usual irreg. perfs, 

FVF -------- - __ - - - - ------ ---- -------- -------- --- - ----- 63 .0J 
114 o 196-207 (197-208 ) 1924 Postal Congress through 806, a few perf. 

faults as normal this issue. gen. much above ave., FVF 316.00 
115 * 197cx,212cx (212,228) 1924 Congr., UPU, 106 grn, wmk. vars . VF 40.50 
116 o 201b (202a) 1924 Congress, 306 grn-blu var, attractive but faults 3li.OO 
117 o 208 (209) same, 1 Kr green, VF used copy - - --------- ----- 117.00 
118 o 209 (210 ) same, 2 Kr red, faint er. LL, cenrtered, VF ______ 288.00 
119 o 210 (211) same, 5 Kr blue, sht. perf T and It. diag . er., !<'VF _ 594.00 
120 o 211-222 (213 -224) 1924 UPU through 806, some irreg. perfs as 

normal this issue but gen. well above ave., FVF __ ______ 327.00 
1.21 o 216b (218a) same, 306 green-blue var., VF ------ ------------ 40.50 
122 o 223 (225) same, 1 Kr. green, VF - ---- ------- -- ------------ 94.50 
123 o 224 (226) same, 2 Kr. red, very fresh and VF - - ------ ------ 180.00 
124 o 225 (227) same, 5 Kr. blue, missing perf BR but o, w F\ F copy 378.0U 
125 * 234A,C,-5A,C,-6,7 (230-5) 1932 Lutzen cpl., all perf. var s . VLH 72.00 
126 * 240A,-1A,-2A,-3-5 (242-7) 1935 Parlia. coils cpl. some rough 

perfs. as usual, LH, FVF ------- ------------------- - --- 93.50 
127 * 246A,C,247A,C,248A,C,249-57 (248-62) 1936 Postal Anni. cpl., LH 216. 
128 o Tjl,5,9 (01,6,10) 1874-7 officials, perf. 14, a ll w. VF town eds 92.00 
129 o Tj4c (05) same, 66 It. olive gray, centered SKARA eds, VF __ 72.00 
130 o Tjll / / 53 (012/ 54) Officials, perf. 13, 20 stamps, clean lot ___ 18.90 
131 o L9 (JlO) 1874 Post. due, 506 brn., cent TL, F - - ------------ 36.00 
132 o L5/ 20 (J5/ 22) Dues, 13 stamps (9 diff.), few fault s o/ w FVF 93.60 
133 o REVENUES, 36 diff. betw. 1900-1912, interesting lot ___ ___ E 10.00 
134 o POSTMARKS, 44 diff. STOCKHOLM betw. 1876-1977, stamps alone 

catalog $125. F ew sm. faults, unusual collection ____ 125.00 + 
135 '' Ju2, 4a Xmas seals 1905 and 1907, sm. faults, one no gum o/ w 

FVF ------- -- -- - - -- ----------------------------- - --- E 5.00 
136 *o COLLECTION remainder, 400 stamps, mostly diff. on Scott spec. 

pages, some faults but most F to VF. '82 Ccott cat. ____ 1550.00 
End of Sale - Thank you 

Send bids in on any piece of paper. Be sure to list lo t numbers with your bids 
and don't forget your name and address and, if sec member, your number. 
Please print clearly or type. 
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Cancellations of Finland 
By Ed Fraser 

The 20th Century "Six Petal" Mute Cancel 

Page 99 

New discovery sh ows t hat this mute cancel ( #431) can probably be de
leted from Finnish philately. 

* Nr. 431 
Figure 1 

20th cent ury six-petal mute cancel described as # 431 (actual !!ize) 

Figure 2 
German cover cancelled 28 May, 1918, t o "Helsingfors via Reval." 
Appear s to have been initially cancelled with crossed ink lines, 
and "subsequently cancelled" with the mute cancel show'n in Fig. 1. 

In collecting infor mation about the use of "subsequently cancelled" Lahti 
mute cancels, I found an apparently "subsequently cancelled" German cover 
that suggested I re-examine the cover shown in Fig ure 2, and its cancel shown 
in Figure 1. (Footnote 1.) Consider ing that the use of mute cancels was not 
common in Germany, and that Germany used specif ic ".Nachtriiglich entwertet" 
cancels, (F ootnote 2) it would seem unlikely that a Ger rimn cover to Finland 
subsequently mute cancelled would .be anything but F innish; .. So it seem l!!'- lOg-
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ical that when E. A. Hellman wrote his 1961 book on Finnish mute cancels, he 
deduced that the cancels on the stamps in Figure 2 were probably Finnish. 
(Footnote 3.) 

However, since the 1961 book, neither the 1974 nor the 1981 books showed 
that this cancel had been found on other than a few German stamps. In fact, 
by the 1981 book, it was the only listed "Finnish mute cancel" only known on 
non-Scandinavian stamps! 

The cover I found is shown in Figures 3 and 4----apparently with these 
same cancels. Like Figure 2, it too appears t o have been " subsequently can
celled." The mute cancel was used to clearly cancel stamps the machine can
cel missed. However, this cover did not go to Finland, so instead of a very 
unusual Finnish cover, we can prj)bably safely delete mute cancel #431 from 
Finnish philately. (Footnote 4.) 

* * • 
Reader's aditions or comments would be appreciated. Also if any r eader 

could tell me if there is a "German" (or Danish?) story about this mute can
cel, please let me know. 

Ed Fraser, 60 Broad St., 26th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
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Figure 3b 

Tracing of cancel on Figure 3a, actual size. 
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Footnotes: 
1. Figures 1 and 2 are from page 348 of the E. A. Hellman 1961 book, " Die 

Figurenstempel Finnlands." Other references are the 1974 E. A. Hellman and 
A. Laitinen update notes, also calleci "Die Figurenstempel Finnlands,'' and the 
new 1981 catalog by A. Laitinen "The Figure Cancellations Qf F inland." 

Concerning the German ship cancel on the cover in Figure 2, the number 
"15" is the boat "Westfalen" (Linienschiff), and like many German ships late 
in WW I , was "in port" continuously from January 1915 to August 1918. Prior 
to July 1914 it had been based in Wilhelmshaven and normally went to Scan
dinavia. Perhaps the difference in "petal" spacing is due to the mute canceller 
being a soft material. 
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2. For a discussion and examples of German "Nachtraglich entwertet" 
(or "subs·e.quently cancelled") cancels, see my article about the 20th century 
use of mute cancels at Lahti- part II. 

3. The "uncertain" or "needs further study" aspect of this cancel is in
dicated by the use of an asterisk or star with the cancel number in all 1ihree 
references (Figure 1 and Footnote 1). 

4. A. Laitinen has indicated that a photocopy of this cover (Fig. 3 and 
4) confirms to him that mute cancel #431 is a German cancel. He apparently 
had suspicions about it for a long time, too. 

The primary use of mute cancels seems to be on Danzig parcel post mail 
where their use is noted in the catalogs as reducing the stamp's value. For 
example, see Danzig Scott # 164-167 under "parcel post cancel." Note that 
Danzig only began issuing their own stamps in 1920. Previously, ordinary 
German stamps were used. Some mute-cancelled examples are shown in Fig
ures 5 and 6: 

Figure 5 
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Typical Danzig " parcel post cancels" 

Figure 6 
Damig Parcel Post Cancels That Look Like "Mute #431." 

• • • 

;\'fr. Y. I. Ansarnaa and Mute Cancel'! at Lahti 

"Subsequently Cancelled'' Usage, Part II 

Ry Ed Fraser 

(Continued from November 1981 "Posthorn") 

Since wri t ing the previous article about the 20th century use of mute 
cancels by the Lahti railway station pest office, several additional obseva
tions can now be made. These mute cancel usages were described as they 
occurred on uncancelled mail arriving in Lahti from other post ·offices, as iw. 
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Figure 1 here, and also in Figures 4 and 6 of the November 1981 article. 
(Footnote 7.) However, some additional illustrations show that other use.s 
occurred. 

Figure 1 
The six-bar Lahti mnte cancel nsed wher e cover arrived at Lahti 

unca ncell ed. (Backstamped " LA HT1--26.IX.25.8a") 

Figure ~ is an interesting pi ece from a p1tckage card , showinio:· the unu sual 
use of the mute cancel alone beside, and, on, the st amps. Perhaps like Figure 
3 it was USPd to cbliterate somethin g besides th e fra nking-here th e wording 
on the card, next to the postage. (Foot note 2. ) 

Figure 2 
A Mute Cancel Alone on Piece. Pretty, but seldom done. 
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Figure 3 
Reverse of package card, where a Lahti mute cancel has been used to void a 
regular cancel that had an incorrect date. (Finland Cover of the Month

Novernber 1981). 

Figure 4 shows a 60 penni postal card where the imprinted stamp design 
is diligently cancelled with the same mute cancel as in Figures 2 and 3. Un
fortunately it is not evident whether this cnrd was mailed at Lahti and can
celled "LAHTl 23 VI 23," or if it "Nas for warded uncancelled from another 
post office, and the Lahti date cancel is a receiving cancel. (Footnote 3.) The 
message is undated and does not indicate where it was wr itten. (Footnote 4.) 
In either event, this mute cancel can be consistent with the "subsequently can
celled" Lahti procedure-if we go om.: slep fur ther. 

SCANDINAVIA 
Postal auctions for collectors and investor s, Denmark, 
Finl11nd. :"Jo n vay and Sweden. Auctions held evPry 2-3 
months. Send for regular catalogues free. 
We also · buy for cash: Classical quality items. Mainly 
from Scandinavia. 

Seo n ia-F rim a rken 
P. O. Box 130~9 . - S-200 44 Malmo 

Telephone : Sweden 040-975990 
Members of OFF - SCC - APS 
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Figure 4 
~-· 

Lahti Mute Cancel and dated cancel "LAHTI 23.VI.23.Si." 

Examina tion of several stamps-on-piece items with this Lahti mut e ahows 
tha t n-0t just incoming Laht i mail from other post offices was so cancelled, 
but so was some mail originating at Lahti. It appears from F igures 5, 6, and 
7 that after mail orig inating at Lah ti V'as c n-· Jl -d with a dated Lahti can
cel, stamps accidently left uncan('d fo,, •Jr .. ak1y ~.w~ .!l ed ;·1ere S'Jbse,1uently 
darkly and clearly cancelled by ; ht m .ltu c;mcclkr. P ei.haps th :s was done to 
avoid cancelling with the dated car,:eller where either the date or the t ime 
may have changed, which wo-.ild make the new cancellation "misleading." 
This would fit the explanat ion of the "subsequently cancelled '' character of 
the Lahti mute cancels. 

Figure 5 

Mute cancel used to clearly cancel stamps wh er e Lahti machine 
cancel is too faint. 21 N ovember 1928. 
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Figure 6 
l!ame mute cancel applied to uncancelled 5 pen. and 50 pen. ( +5 pen) weakly 
eancelled by "LAHTI 23.VIII.41.15" cancel. This is over 18 year s after usage 

in Figure 4. 

Figure 7 
Unusual use of same mute cancel on large mult iple. Only the 8 stamps on 
the righ t wer e orig inally cancelled w ith a poorly inked Lahti cancel- six left 
uncancelled. Dated cancel is unclear- perhaps "J uly 1935." ) (Illustration un-

der exposed to accen tuate black cancr l s on gTay stam ps.) E x F a berg'e. 
(Footnote 5. ) 

• * * 

Looking· beyond Finland, the postal practices in Germany tu rn out t o be 
an interesting compa rison. Apparently also having faced Mr. Ansamaa's 
quandry about "misleading" usage of the r egular date cancel, t heir postal sys
tem h ad adopted the widespre.ad use of cancellers that r ead "~ACHTRAGLICH 
ENTvVERTET," which translates to "subsequently cancelled." This procedure 
was u!lled in Ger many at least from th e early 1900's. Mr. Arthur Hecker, a 
collector of Ber lin postal history , has provided 2 more r ecent examples shown 
ken as Fil:'ures 8 and 9. 
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Figure 8 
German "Nachtraglich entwertet" cancels 011 the back of a regist&ed cover 
from Leipzig t o Columbia, La. The stamps on the front are all properly 
cancelled in Leipzig on January 25, 1949, but these 3 had been overlooked. 
They received the (East) "Berlin NW7- Nachtraglich entwertet" cancel dated 
28.1.49. 

Figure 9 
A cover from East Berlin where the 10 pfg stamp was not cancelled by the 
(East) 'Berlin W66-ll.ll.47" cancel. This stamp was later cancelled by the 
(East) "Berlin NW7- 19.11.47- Nachtraglich entwertet" cancel {Footnote 6.) 
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• * * 
As a follow up on "Subsequently Cancelled" practices in Ger many an _ 

Finland, please see the story of a new discovery about Finnish mute cancel 
#431. 

Any comments or additions appreciated: Ed F raser, 60 Broad Street, 26th 
Floor, New York, NY 10004. 
Footnotes: 

1. Hellman and Laitinen "Die F igurenstempel Finnlands-1974" : Or 
];)age 41 it states that, concerning cancel shown in F igure 1, (Figure 7 in Nov. 
1981 "Posthorn"), a known cover has a dated cancel "VIIPURI-WIBORG 23.IV. 
25.6i" and a r eceiving cancel "L..<UITI 24.IV.25.8a." 

On page 51 it states that a · known cover with the same cancel as showr 
in Figure 6 in the Nov. 1981 "Posthorn" has a dat ed town cancel "JAMSA 
14.. V.24" and a receiving cancel "LAHTI 16.V.24;2i." 

2. The rate :!or a package of 1 to 3 kg. was 7 marks from 1.1.1922 t o 
1.9.1942. 

3. Postal cards frequently have the stamp design uncancelled. Re-use 
would certainly be unlikely, especi.ally where other postal markings or r eceiv
ing cancels are also on the card. Note that these 20th century Lahti mute 
cancels cannot be identified by the cancel of the point of mailing, whereas on 
almost all 19th century mute cancels that would be the case. In t he 19th cen
tury, the mute cancel was applied to the stamp design, and the dated cancel 
ap];>lied only once, for clarity, alongside. The use of mute cancels then was 
probably mainly t o save wear on the da ted cancellers and to avoid buying ex
tra dated cancellers. 

4. The message is from an estate owner agreeing to have an agricultural 
society group see his farm. Hole punching in mail was an unfortunate prac
tice of many record filing methods. 

5. See brief story in this issue on "ex Faberge items." 
6. Notice the long delay in mail leaving East Berlin ? It had been agreed 

under the t erms of t he occupation by the 4 powers that any mail opened for 
censorship be so marked. Even in 1946 t he U. S. was officially protesting 
t he frequently unmarked Russian censorsh ip of mail. The Russians would 
inconspicuously slit mail and reseal it from the inside to leave minimal trace. 
Here the 8-day delay (due to the censorship procedure) in leaving East Berlin 
is confirmed by the post office dated "nachtraglich entwertet" cancel. 

SCANDINAVIA 
JAY SMITH &ASSOCIATES 

P. 0. Box 9630 
MADISON, WI 53715 

Paone 608-258-9630 

BUYING • SELLING 
APPROVALS FROM WANT LISTS 

~~ §0- &«4 ~~ 
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Finland Cover of the Month 
By Ed F r aser 

PRE-FIRST DAY USAGES 

Back in gr ammar school I am sure I was not a lone in imagmm g wha t it 
would be l ike t o get a new stamp before a nyone else had it-a "pre-first day" 
- and how valuable or newsworthy it might be. This a ura still surrounds pre
first day u sage, I think, but now I'd like to pursue the philatelic r ea lity. Thru 
the years I've seen a small number of 20th centur y Finnish cover s that are 
a ppar ently genuine in all r espects, but are dated one or sever al days before 
the catalog-listed first day of issue. Is the listed firs t day da te in error, or 
is there another r eason? Unfortunately it is often ha rd to conclusively prove 
t he reason on man y issues as r ecently a s the pre-WW II era , when the col
lect ing of fi r st day cover s was n ot as popular and w ell documented as later on. 
A good example of this situation follows. 

Perhaps the most memorable dat e in moder n F innish history is Indepen
dence Day, Dec. 6, 1917,.- somewha t analog0us to our July 4, 1776. Finland's 
first commem orative stamps were issued on the 10th ann iver sar y of the na
tion's independence, and the stamp design incorporat ed these dat es- Dec. 6, -
1917 a nd Dec. 6, 1927 ( see fig ure ] ) . Shown in figure 2: is a commercial, cer
tainly non-philatelic, usage cancelled in Helsinki one day too early-5 Dec., 
1927. The rever se is shown in fig ure 3 and is backstamped "NARPES 6 Dec. 
1927." (Footnote 1.) Not only is Dec. 6th a mea ningful date worthy of a 
commemor at ive issue, but all the references I've seen clearly sta te that Dec. 
6th was the fi r s t day of issue. The backstamp seems good assurance that the 
Dec. 5th H elsink i cancel is not in error. (F ootnote 2. ) Yet probably the most 
convincing evidence is t he existence .of a second H elsink i usa ge, a lso dated 5 
Dec., 1927, shown as fi gure 4. This has a different st yle postmark, although 
I suspect both f ig ure 2 and f ig ure 4 emanated from the sa me postal cle rk . 
( Does any reader have additional information ?) 

F igure 1 
The F ir st F'innish Commemoratives. 

I ssued for the 10th Anniversary of Finnish Independence, text in ver tical 
bor der s r eads : "19 VI XII 17" at left and " 19 VI XII 27" at right . They were 
valid for postage u n t il March 6, 1928. 

The Phila te lic St atus of Pre-First Day Usage: 

When the officia l fi r s t clay is· uncertain, t he earliest usage date is the 
most practical criterion, and the " f irf't J ay" value goes with it . H owever, all 
t h is changes when the first da y is an officially announced fact established by 
the posta l administr ation, and directing that usage sh ould only begin on or 
a fter the "fir st day." "Pre-first day" t hen becomes a n "unauthorized usage"
r ea lly an a ccident-by a par t icular post office or postal clerk. 
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It is only in mor e recent decades that the philatelic significance of "first 
day" usage has been widely recognized, and postal employees are more care
full y instructed about it. Years ago, it would be more likely that when the 
p ostal clerk neeed a stam p denomination, he simply opened t he "next" package 
of st amps aud began usi ng them. Complaints from the public or the postal 
administration were probably unlikely. As "first day" became a philatelic 
event, postal authorities became far fussier about the rules. Pre-first day 
usages inevit auly appear to have occurred from human error, not from postal 
en1ployees deliberately breaking the r ules. A futher confirmation of this is 
that pre-first day · usages also inevitably are non-cacheted, proper rate, ordin
ary-looking commercial covers. 

Pre-first day covers that are cacheted, improper rate, or possibly "phila
telic" require individual evaluation. The 1974-1975 edition of Facit, a well
recommended reference book, makes the following points about Finnish first 
day covers: 

"Some stamps have been issued without any advance information at all. 
H ence, -there exists no official first day of issue. In these cases ... the first 
day of issue at the P hilatelic Section in Hels:nki has been given. It is possible 
that such stamps in some single cases might exist cancelled some days earlier" 
(page F248). 

Obviously more information on the " advance information" provided with 
issues is needed. Also, did stamps distributed by the post office department 
to post offices throug hout the country ever carry instructions to "use as re
qu_ireJ upo:::i rec Gipt" ·: 

Figure 2 
Commercial usage of 2 mark Independence commemorative cancelled "Helsinki 
1, 5.XII.27.3.i" and backstamped "Narpes 6.XII.27." Official first day was 
December 6, 1927. 
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Perhaps this explanation in Facit explains the covers shown . in Figures 5 
and 6. Figure 5 shows an unusual registered cover overfranked with the 10 
mark 1930 issue (Scott #178), cancelled "Abo/ Turku 21 Jan. 1930," and back
stamped in New York and Boston. As the cover brings into question the first 
day listing regularly given as 24 J anuary, can any reader offer photocopies or 
any adc!itional information on apparently genuinely-cancelled pre-24 January, 
1930, usages of the 5, 10, or 25 mark values (Scott #177-179)? 

A collector in Finland advises that some references can be found giving 
January 1, 19~0 as the first day for the whole set (5 pen.-25 mark ) , and some 
covers a re known so can~elled. However, he notes, they may well be fakes. 
l•'or exan,ple, the 25 pen {Scott #1 61) was not ordered until January l9il0, 
and therefore would not have been available on January 1st. 

Figure 6 shows the 1.25 mark -0n 50 pen. yellow (Scott # 196), which has 
its first day lis ted as December 12, 1931. Yet this registered cover is clearly 
cancelled at Turku on 11 December, 1931. The advice from Finland was that 
an earlier date was probably the first day, and to support this, the illustration 
shown here as Figure 7 was enclosed. It shows the same stamp cancelled 
"Viipuri-9 Dec. 1931." 

Concerning the 1,25 mark stamps in F igures 6 and 7, I think that it is 
significant that some new postage rates went into effect on December 1, 1931. 
One .of the changes was that the domestic rate for a post card went from 1 
mark to 1,25 mark. No 1,25 mark stamps were printed before 1932 except 
for this "1,25/50" value. Even the 1 mark postal card was overprinted 1,25 
mark, but apparently had its "first day" on December 7, 1931. Surely the 

Figure 3 
Reverse of Figure 2, showing "NARPES 6.XII.21." r eceiving cancel. Packag-e 
was s igned for and picked up on "7 / 12 1927." 
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Figure 4 

Another commercial usage of the 2 mark Independence Issue with a different 
"HELSINKI -5 XII 27" cancel, and backstamped "NARPES 7.XII.27." 

Figure 5 
Part of registered cover cancelled at Turku, 21 January 1930; 

and backstamped in New York and Boaton. 
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Figure 6 
Is the First Day Dec. 12, 1931? Cancel here of "TURKU 11.XII,31." 

Is this commercial-looking cover to a collector, Oscar Hill, pre-first day usage? 
It is more difficult to evaluate on a regular issue where the commemorative 
theme is not there to give special significance to a specific date. (Back
sta.mped New York 12-22-1931 and Boston 12-23-1931) . 

Figure 7 
A loose "1,25/ 50" stamp like on the cover shown in. figure 5, but cancelled 
"VIIPURI -9 XII 31.11" (only the black overprint and cancel show in thla 
illustration of this yellow stamp). 
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need existed to use this value beginning December 1st, even though other val
ues including 5p, 20p, 25p, and 1 mk issues were available. 

Finally, Figure 8 shows a cover originally shown in an article by Alan 
Warren on page 5 of the April 1981 "Luren." (Footnote 4.) Here a First Day 
usage of the 1941 Red Cross "Reconstruction" semi-postal set is cancelled 
January 1, 1941, apparent ly by the Philatelic Section in Helsinki. While Facit 
beginning with the 1976/ l 977 edition, lists this as the first day, the earlier 
Facit and the current Norma and Scott catalogs specify January 2, 1941, as 
the first day! 

Suomen Postimerkkeily Oy, the publishers Df Norma, informed Alan War
ren that Norma uses the data from the Finnish Handbook (Suomen Posti
merkkien Kasikirja ) which shows January 2nd. However they did admit that 
some of the major post offices in Helsinki are open on New Year's Day, al
th<>ugh it is normally considered a holiday. One thing is certain- according 
to Facit it is a First Day Cover, and according to Norma it is a Pre-First Day 
Cover. 

Figure 8 
What Is The Correct First Day? 

Registered First Day Cover to Sweden, cancelled in Helsinki on Jaanuary 1, 
1941, and backstamped "HtiGLANDSTORGET 3.1.41." 

• • • 
Value of a Pre-First Day Cover: 

Pre-first day covers are ·scarce, but like "second day" covers, being scarcer 
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than fi r st day covers does not automatically make them more valuable. While 
some c-0llectors feel that definite pre-first day covers should be "Lp" or "con
noisseur priced," suc.: h pre-first day covers usually have some stigma-that of. 
being unauthorized usage. (Footnote 3.) Consequently, are these "routine" or 
"accidental" usages worth as much as an identical genuine first day usage? 

Considering the 1920's to 1940's first day covers of both the United Sta·tes 
and Germany where first day ~over collecting was more popular and where 
reliable market information is available, pe-first day covers do sell for less. 
However, it also should be considered that older cacheted FDC's sometimes 
may sell for more, as may some older proper rate commercial first day usages. 

It may also be necessary for each country's philatelists to re-define the 
term "'firsc day" by era to reflect the specific postal administration distribu
tion procedures and instructions in effect at the time-but this is a topic for 
additional study. 

Comments and , or information on possible pre-first day usage, especially 
of Finnish regular and pr e-WW II issues, would be greatly a'ppreciated. Ed 
Fraser, 60 Broad St., 26th F loor, New York, NY 10004. 

Footnotes: 

1. The digits and letter that sometimes follow the year dig·its in a cancel in
dicate the hour of the day, and either "AM" or "PM." 

2. I have seen several items of the 1920's on cover where the year date .is 
erroneous, e.g. "1919" instead of " 1929," etc. Mistakes in the day or month 
in a postmark are probably even more likely to occur, and in some cases 
virtually impossible to r ecognize. 

3. In order to give a description of value on very unusual items where no 
current market price is available, a common practice in some foreign cat
alogs is to use the letters " Lp" for "Liebhaberpreis" (German) to mean 
a high p rice that a "connoisseur" will pay, or perhaps "priceless." 

4. Luren, published monthly by Chapter 17, is a very helpful and worthwhile 
·publication. It is available thru S.C.C. Chapter 17, P. O. Box 57397, Los 
Angeles, CA 90057. 

Miscellaneous 

It's interesting to compare some first day cover facts: 

1. The firs t FDC was pr epared for the British Penny Black, issued May 6, 
1840. None a re known of the first U. S. s.tamps in 1847. 

2. The first U. S. F irst Day of Issue Cer emony is considered that for the llc 
Hayes definitive on Oct. 4, 1922, in Fremont. OH. 

3. The first U. S. commercially-produced "cachet" is considered the one made 
up by George Linn for the 2c Harding issue of September 1, 192'3. 

4. A (U. S.) machine cancel with "First Day Of Issue" was first used on the 
Northwest Territory issue of July 13, 1937. 

5. The ( U. S.) hand canceller with "First Day Of Issue" was. first used on 
two Famous American issues of January 29 , 1940. 

From : "First Day Facts" by Marjory J . Sente, Linn's, Dec. 7, 1981. 

• • • 
Note on the use of Copiers in studying postmarks: 

Although copy machines will u sually produce a copy larger than the or
iginal (typically fr-0m an insignificant 112·% to over·8% ), they are ari. excellent 
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study and illustration aid. If you have access to different model machines, 
try them all for color sensitivity. The resulting variation in contrast may be 
amazing. An example of this can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 of the "Finland 
Pre-First Day" article. Here the same issues were copied on different cop
iers. One does not pick up yellow while the other accentuates it. 

While less dramatic, it is worth noting that darker surrounding back
grounds may lighten or highlight item to be copied. Lastly, using colored 
filters with a copier doesn't work well. 

The Faroes 11Slogan11 Cancel Date Stamp 
By Marvin Hunewell 

Illustrated is the only "slogan" cancel date stamp (c.d.s.) we know of 
used by Faroes post offices. The cover was one of the first to receive this 
c.d.s. as it was cancelled on its first day of use, October 28, 1935, and shows 
the inland printed matter rate at the time. 

This c.d.s. is called a "slogan" postmark due to its exhortation "Spis 
Faaerosk Klipfisk" ("Eat Faroese dried fish"). The fields above and below 
the horizontal line for date and time carry an illustration of something which 
resembles a kipper, which is presumably a "klipfisk." 

There are two basic types of this c.d.s. The first was used from 1935 to 
May 31, 1962. The second from June 1, 1962, to January 29, 1975. A review 
of Eric Wowern's GF 110 catalog ("The Faroe fslands, Postage Stamps and 
Postmarks") discloses that these postmarks were used as follows: 

Office • Type 1, first use Type 2, first use 
Thorshavn (Torshavn) 10.28.35 06.01.62 
Trangisvaag (Tv~royri) 10.28.35 06.01.62 
Klaksvig (Klaksvik) 10.31.35 06.01.62 
Vaag (Vagur) 11.05.35 06.01.62 
Vestmanhavn (Vestmanna) 06.01.62 

*Names are first original Danish spelling, and current Faroese spelling. (For 
example, type 1 from Vaag comes with two spellings, Vaag and Vag, with 
type 2 with V!gur spelling.) 

Type 2 referred to here is the basic type illustrating the "klipfi11k" in a 
more modern appearance/ style. The r eader is referred to .the GF 10 catalog for 
a more detailed treatment of the various cancels. These cancels wer e discon
tinued upon the introduction of Faroese postage stamps, .January 30, 1975. 
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FINLAND'S FIELD POST ISSUE - 1963 

I have observed the steady and predictable growth of Finland's ver y pop
ular blue Field Post stamp, NORMA 8, with both casual and semi-professional 
interest. 

The predictability of M-8 has been evident by catalog study alone for 
some time. The catalog(s) of Finland have a good grasp on cost and you and 
I should learn to use them as one would use a text book, with a studious and 
analytical approach. 

The chart, though 

1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

concise, tells the 
Unused 

130 FM 
150 
300 
600 
650 
750 

story: 
Used 
180 FM 
200 
350 
600 
600 
600 

Covers 
220 FM 
250 
400 
650 
650 
650 

I have used Norma for the charting, though Lape essentially r eflects the 
same growth. Pricings are in Finn Marks. For rough transposition into US 
dollars divide by four. 

This basic chart shows without frills the "·predictability" of the M-8's .. 
If we glance at 1975 NORMA we find unused copies selling at a mere 75 Finn 
marks! Used copies were selling at 120 FM and covers at 150 FM. Except 
for the price rises in '78 and '79 the market values of 1980 and 1981 remain 
at "mark-time" with 2ome conservative gains as noted in mint or unused copies. 

The containment of further sharp rises in the M-8 categories are in part 
due to the reserved approaches of the publishers of Finl,and's catalogs. I. 
have noted some increases of availability of the M-8 since the selling prices 
have risen .. . a natural result. Mostly unused stamps with a few blocks of 
4, some with illegible cancellations and .several covers. 

Recently ABOPHIL reported that someone had found a parcel, tucked 
away for years, which yielded some seventy (70) postal package cards all (or 
many?) bearing our M-8 stamp properly affixed. I do not believe that even 
this finding will seriously injure the market value of our "patient." 

My personal view on M-8 is that collectors interested in this stamp should 
get at least one unused copy and a minimum of one letter used between Sept. 
26 and Oct. 3, 1963, or even dated one day later than the final date of validity 
(Oct. 4). 

Of the 2 million printed, only 85,550 s tamps were released---,-in lots of five 
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(5) to those participating in the Field Maneuvers in 1963. It is a moot point 
as to how many of these prospective gems were affixed to letters, mailed and 
then legibly cancelled. Think about it! · 

Keep in mind that even loose stamps must have legible cancels within the 
period of validity to enjoy the high catalog value. To my knowledge the bal
ance of the 2 million stamps printed, less 85,500 are still retained by the :\iil
itary Dept. of Finland's Postal Service. 

-Mike Hvidonov 

*S*C*C* 

What's Happening In Finland 
By M. E. Hvidonov 

ABOPHIL (Oct. 1981) reported that their September mail auction was 
very successful. Here are just a few of the realized prices: 

1860-10 kop. cover ------------------------------ $380.00 
1866-8 p. pair with 40 p. on letter -------------- $27'75.00 
1875-32: p. Copenhagen, unused OG -------------- $1800.00 

(though centered to top and to the right ) 
1875-32 p . Copenhagen cancel --------- - ---------- $650.00 

The more modern period of Finnish philately featured two outstanding 
items, both of which fetched nice prices. 

The 1 mark + 25p. Red Cross stamp of 1946, imperforate and unused, 
(NORMA 326) reached a high of $406.00, while the unused Red Cross 5 mark 
+ 1.25 tax of the same emission with the Red Cross missing from the detail 
(NORMA 329), a major modern error, drew $700.00. 

ABOPHIL repor ts on ihe prices realized for a few of the many items fea-
hued in their December auction. 

1856 5 kop. (large pearl with ink cross cancel) ------- --------- $925.00 
1856 5 kop. (large pearl with Town and Pen cancels) ________ 1475.00 
1856 10 kop. on letter ------------------------------- - ------ 12.75.00 
1875 32 penny on letter (1st. color) -------------------- ------ 375.00 
1885 10 Mark, used -----------------~----------------------- 587.00 
1901 10 Mark, RAK cancel (tax usage) - --------------------- 194.00 
1891 3.50 R. with Railroad car cancel --------------------- - - --- 462.00 
1891 7 Rouble, cancelled ------------------------------------ 262.00 
The mail a:.ict ion offered 1366 items, of which 93% were sold. This very 

hig·h sales avtrage is almos t commonplace in ABOPHIL auctions. U1mally 
stamps with faults are the items that are unsold. 

• • * 

Other Auctions Abroad 

A German auction house offered a cancelled block of 15 of one of the 1882, 
1 Mark violet emissions, which sold for about $2175.00 plus the 13 o/o buyer':;; 
fee. 

The F eldman auction in Zurich ran true to fonn with an immense world
wide sale which included a fair amount of good Finnish material. (I have not 
added the 12 ¥-"% auction fee to the noted prices.) 

SW. Francs 
1856-5 kop. small pear l with a huge sheet margin on the 

left side and manuscript cross cancellation ____ 7500 
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1856--5 kop. small pearl on cover ------------------ 16,000 
1856-10 kop. on a "Luxus" cover ------- - ------ ---- 9000 
186&--3/ 8 penny stamps plu1> a 40 p. on cover ________ 4800 
1866--A strip of 3 of the I mark emission Roulette II 

(NORMA lOBc) plus a 20 p. stamp with typical 
flaws TTP fetched -------------- ------------ 15,000 

The "top o' the heap" modern piece of distinction was a full sheet of 10-0 
mint stamps (lOxlO) of the 1901 dull da~k green so-called emergency emission 
(NORMA 60) which is a 5 penny stamp with all 4 sides still boasting full, 
virginal sheet margins. Reference indicates that only 200,000 were printed. 
The item sold for 18,000 SW.F. ·plus the auction commission. 

Incidentally, serious 1and starting collectors of Finland should look to the 
sales in European areas for their items. The catalogs are usually beautifully 
presented and there are i terns for every pocketbook (or wallet). Even if you 
do not bid, the pictures offer valuable reference and in some cailes the facility 
also provides prices r ealized for the cost of the catalog. 

... . . 
New Finds 

A "feather letter" has been found dated 1747 and now enjoys the prestig
ious distinction of being the earliest known item of its kind. Most of our 
known "feather' letters are from the 1800's with the somewhat harder to find 
pieces dated from 1780-1790. This appears to be a nice item with a well pre
served feather, probably brownish in color. 

* * * 
Miscellaneous Items of Note 

The Red Cross commemorative stamp portraying a Finnish Parliamentary 
Officer, Pekka Aulin, on a 5 Mark, 1956 issue (NORMA 486) has proven to be 
a real and constant error. The plate fault appears in the forehead area of 
the subject and is conspicuous. The plate position in the form is No. 20. 

Although the Finnish catalogs have not yet listed the error it should be 
added to all of our exhibit pages when possible. There are very few errors 
in Finnish printings, so anything determined to be a "real" errnr has a very 
intrinsic value. 

* :~ * 
Nordia Stamp 

The final count of the amount of NORDIA EXHIBITION stamps sold in 
t he NORDIA show (Helsinki, May 6-10, 1981) was a mere 412,000. The stamps 
were sold only with the purchase of admission tickets. The remainder was 
destroyed. 

* * • 
1938 Red Crm1s Error with Double Printing 

Mikko Ossa notes that to the best of his knowledge there are only three 
specimens known of the 1938 Red Cross Charity stamp, 1 \~ Mark plus 15 
Penni (NORMA 224) on which the Red Cross is printed twice. One of the 
known examples is part of a pair. 

FinniSh specialists would like to know if any more exist or are recorded. 
If you have this stamp on or off cover, mint <JI' used, please let me know. A 
photo or very good photocopy would be appreciated. Any co1ts will be reim
bursed. 
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AUNUS: A New Forgery 

Most of us are aware of the multitude of A:UNUS forgeries that exist of 
the 5 and 10 Mark high values. No one should buy these stamps without the 
certification of a Finnish expert. 

Mr. V. J. Karvonen, according to ABOPHIL, has found a forgery that he 
has never seen before. (The brief note does not specify the denomination of 
this item but we can assume that it is either the 5 or 10 Mark. M.H.) 

The identifying features occur in the left leg of the letter "A" in the 
word AUNUS with discrepancies in the "N" and "S" of the same word. 

The question arises as to whether or not this is a "new" forgery or an oid 
one that never before has come to light. Happily, Mr. Karvonen has a mas
sive collection of authentic stamps and forgeries and is recognized as the 
authority on these issues. 

• • • 
Unhinged Vii . Hinged 

I suspect that there is no ;;topping this craze. While most of us still feel 
it verges on some form of '' nuthood" we must report on this "craze" even if 
we do not honor the premise. 

Mikko Ossa comments that the 5 Mark value of the 1889 issue is selling 
for 200 Marks, unhinged, with OG and l 10 Marks when hinged. The 1 Rouble, 
1891, Ringmark stamp realized 455 Fin~ marks in pristine condition and only 
200 Marks with hinge. 

The dishonest artisans of the world rejoice in this new-found collecting 
attitude, because it will help them to become rich . As it stands there is a 
great deal of diffi culty in determining the originality of gum. 

It is easier if th e expert has one or more examples of the real thing. The 
expert faker ar tisan tries to defraud the buyer by creating a virginal example 
from a genuine stamp which has been hinged. Some expert groups have· al
ready suggested that they can no longer determine the authenticity of gum. 

It is still fairly easy to make sound judgements on the gum of Finland's 
Classic issues when one is totally familiar with the emissions of the periods 
and has comparative material. 

Studying "gum run-over" on suspicious items is not so foolproof because 
clever application can deceive. 

Some of the thicker, heavier gums made decades ago tend to crack and 
become brittle with time's passage. This chemical r eaction tends to wrinkle 
the face of the stamp and cause a severe intrusion upon the cosmetics of the 
picture. 

This poses a big pr oblem to the collector sitting with a stamp worth $1000 
or more: does he r emove the gum or gamble that his love for gum is more 
important than the stamp itself ? 

I wish I had the perfect answer. If you do, tell me! 

• • • 
Finland's 1860 15 kop. First Emission 

The first printed emissi an of the 1860, 5 kop. Blue, Roulette I stamp il!I 
among the most difficult stamps to find, although it il!I not now considered 
"rare." It was the first stamp that bore rouletted teeth desi&"ned to replace 
the 1856 oval mark 5 and 10 kop. stamps from 1856 to 1860. 
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According to Mikko Ossa, "The records indicate that some portion of the 
first color emission were affixed to existing oval mark stationery as additional 
postage. These items were at some point withheld from sale because the 
postal agents were afraid of some sort of misuse. It is believed that 176 of the 
covers wer e sold for mail use but none are known to exist. The balance, of 
them were burned." 

I have not found any exast records of the quantities of each of the emis
,sfons. According to some information, 410,240 of the first group of the 5 
kop. Roulette I stamps (1.6xl.6) were produced. There were seven such emis
sions of specific, identifiable colors (as listed in the catalogs). Thus, if we as
sume the printed quantities equal, when divided by the seven emissions we 
would have somewhere around 58,600 stamps of each printing. (This is not 
too likely since I am just conjecturing.) 

We know that some portion of the fi rst emission was destroyed and con
cur that the natural loss of stamps in llsage, discards, etc., narrows down the 
availability of our subject considerably. 

In -better than 10 years of searehing, I have seen just two of this stamp 
offered-both in Finnish auctions. One was on a letter, the other is a "tied
to-piece" stamp (pictured). It is a special item because in addition t o being 
the rarer color it also bears the manuscript cancellation of Postmaster NorrinJil· 
of LOVISA. 

The scarcity may be in par t due to the faci that the average auction house 
would not "know" the color and be unable to describe the stamp properly. 
Again, this is conjecture on my part, because most of us are willing to a£,_cept 
that there just are not that many around. 

Perhaps someone with good color retention recall might be able to commit 
the stamp's hue to memory after having once seen the color but this type of 
talent is at best, rare. -

The only guideline that I can offer the reader that might be of help is 
that if you know the colors of the other 6 emissions, or have good samplings 
of each of the Roulette I Main-type first printings the "a" color Blue might 
be identifiable by elimination. One must be careful though because co ies 
that have "lost color" due to exposure, chemical washing, etc. can add con
fusion. 

Regrettably, our beloved POSTHORN does not yet enjoy color proces11 
printing to give the collector sure identification. I urge anyone who is offered 
the difficul t Blue, 1st printing, to subi!1it ~he stamp t o one of us who are abl• 
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~ eertify t.M it~. 
The Finnish cataloi'S chart the value of our "patient" as follows: 

NORMA 
Unused, $1250; used $400 

LAPE 
Used $950 

011tensibly, LAPE defers from rendering an estimate for unused copiee 
while showing a more realistic evaluation for a nice cancelled copy. These 
'1isparities are due to the infrequent appearance of this stamp in th~ market. 
Incidentally, the noted figures are for "very fine" examples. No missin2' or 
pulled, half teeth, thins, heavy, smeary cancellations, etc. 

The serious collector with exhibit inclinations should try to acid this s tamp 
to the collection. The presence of our subject on the exhibit page is well 
<respected by judges familiar with Finland's stamps and history. 

Caitegorically, its importance is in the same bracket of "m ust s" a s our 
1866 20 and 40 penny, R oulette I, first printings, NORMA SAya an d ~lAya , 

!respectively. Though the catalog evaluations are considerably higher for these 
two stamps it would be well for the in-depth collector to acquire our 5 kop. 
piece before it too 2'0es skyward . if you can find it. 

• • • 
A Micltel Study ef 19g1 !taa p11 

.A.BOPHIL of March 1982 reports and CQmments on a very interesting 
study and comparison of the cost of stamps issued by some 225 nations in 1980. 

The study was done by the German f irm, MICHEL-RUNDSCHAU, who 
publish supplementary lists for Michel catalogue. The a nalysis is compara
tive and totals the face value of the emissions of each of the nations' stamps. 
In short, it gives the actual cost to the collector of a country, who lives in the 
country and oollects stamps from the post office. 

The top five, ABOPHIL observes, "appea1· to be producing stamps on a 
conveyor belt." 

Number 1 was Nicaragua, which issued face-value postage in the amount 
of 2388 German Marks, ($1026) 

#2 :Oforth Korea -- - ------- ---- - - --
#3 Togoland -------- --- - ---- ------
# 4 Republic of Central Africa ___ _ 

# 5 Bolivia -- - --------- ------ --- - - -

2158 Marks 
2034 Marks 
1756 Marks 
1507 Marks 

($925) 
($874) 
($755) 
($648) 

From our Nordic/ Scandinavian con2'lomerate, Sweden ranked 96th in the 
listing with a "face-value" figure of 54 D-marks ($23). 

The balance of our Nordic nations fared a.s follows : 

#157 Norway --------------- ------ 25 Marks ($1 1.00 ) 
#165 Denmark -------- ------------ 22 Marks ($9.50) 
#183 Finland --- -------- ---------- 19 Marks ($8.15) 
# 187 Iceland - ------------ - ----- -- - 18 Marks ($7.75) 
#203 Greenland - -------- -------- -- 13 Marks ($5.50) 
#205 Faroe Islands - - -- ------------· 12 Marks ($5.15) 

The country in last place, 225th was Guatemala . Now, aren't you glad 
that you collect Scandinavia? 

(I ul!led a round figure of $.4'3 per Germau mark to 2'ive the approximate 
U.S. dollar equivalent.) 

- Mike Hvidl'.lneT 
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Watermarks and Fiber Direction 
By Carl H. W erenskiold 

It is well known that machine-made paper has a fiber direction, "grain," 
in the direction of the paper as it comes off the machine, and that the pape-r 
will expand or contra.::t, with changes in humidity, more across t he fiber di" 
rection than in that direction. I also noted, a long time ago, that used stamps 
laid, face up, on water tended to curl across the fiber direction. 

Naturally then, I reasoned that the direction of the watermark bits 
lengthwise of its dandy-roll would correspond to the direction of the W&ter
marks across the paper. The watermarks would thus necessarily be at right 
angles to the fibel' direction. This would be the case, of course, with the Nor~ 
wegian posthorn watermarks I and V, which were produced by dandy-rolls.. 
For the arrangement of the watennark bits, see the illustration of a posthorn 
dandy-roll in the Handbook. (Note 1.) The fiber direction can be de~ 
lillither visually, or as indicated by curling of the wet stamp. 

In 1953-4 I commented (Note 2) on this subject as follows: 
"Most of the coarser fibers in machine-made paper are oriented in the di

rection in which t he paper comes off the machine. It is well known that the 
expansion of such papers with irn:reased hwnidity, or s.hrinka~e upon d.r)'iD&, 
is usually much greater in the direction :..cros.s t he fiber t han with it. The 
fiber direction in a stamp may be determined in several ways. When the 
stamp is placed on water, it usually curls one way or the other. The direction 
of the curvature is ordinarily across the fiber, but certain predispositions 
may exist in some stamps, preventing them from behaving in a normal man· 
ner. This test is therefore indicative of fiber direction, but not invariably 
dependable. Examnation under the loupe, holding the stamp at a slant 
against the light, wiH r eveal the more prominent fibers running t owards the 
eye, if we happen to be looking in the direction of the fibers. When we turn 
the stamp at right angles and ag·ain examine it in the same manner, little or 
no indication of fiber direction will usually be noted. This test is, quite reliable. 

"The dandy roll imparted the posthorn watermarks to the paper in such 
a manner that the long direction of the posthorns was across t he paper and 
thus at right angles to the direction in which the paper came off the machine. 
'Accordingly, the fiber of the paper was always at right angles to the lon2' 
direction of the posthorn watermark, which means, in turn, that stamps with 
Tertical posthorn watermarks have horizontal fiber, and those with horizqntal 
watermarks have vertical fiber. 

"The rule refers probably only to the genuine watermarks, Posthorn X. 
What the situation may be with watermarks II, III and IV, which probably 
were formed in a kind of blind print, must wait for later investigations." 

I never got around to examining the direct ion of these dry imprinted 
watermarks II, III and IV in relation to fiber direction. 

My good friend Lars A. Torkildsen has now investigated these watermarks 
e.nd reported (Note 3) on them to the effect that watermarks II and III are at 
right angles to the fiber direction, whereas watermark IV is parallel to it. 
He found the parallel relationship in watermark IV to be of paticular interest, 
in that it facilitates the separation of :.l'k 51 II a and b, where the chalky de
posits in the orange colors of the stamps otherwise make the determination of · 
watermarks very difficult. 

Reference11 
1. · Handbok over Norges Frimerker, I, p. 20. 
2. Posthorn 1954, p. 3 and 26; Norsk F.T. 1953, p . 95; 1954, p. 7, 
3. Norsk F.T. 1982, p. 4-5. 
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Editor's Mailbag 
Frimarkshuset AB has furnished review copies of three new publications 

which appeared March 1, 1982. About 5.A8 inches softbound, they are avail
able from US agent Harry Edelman, 111-37 Lefferts Blvd., South Ozone Park, 
NY 11420 or Canada agent Unitrade Associates, 153 Bridgeland Ave., Toronto, 
ON M6A 1Y7, or from your usual dealer in philatelic literature of quality. 

Facit Ortstiimpelkat.alog Postal History 1982, 288 pages of alphabetical 
town/ place/ type cancels and current market values, amply and excellently il
lustrated and printed, the cancels of Sweden are thoroughly covered from 1819 
prestamp through 1920s c·oils. English and Swedish text side-by-side makes 
it simple and easy to use. Price about $24.00 and the specialist or postal his
torian cannot do without this current and definitive work. 

Facit Norden 1982, the 253-page "Simplified" version of the "big" Facit, 
pricing and illustrating- in beautiful color and quite accurately so-each face
different stamp of Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Faroes, Greenland, DWI, Ice
land, and Finland. Again both Swedish and English texts side-by-side. Price 
about $10. 

Facit Sverige 1982, 80 pages of basic, non-specialized, listings/ prices on 
stamps, booklets, stationery, and even kiloware of Sweden, every face-different 
issue in excellent full color and with English plus Swedish text as the two 
above. Price about $5 (estimated- not quoted with accompanying details). 

Frimaerke-Arbogen 1981-82, the (Danish language and viewpoint) yearly 
report on Scandinavian (plus a bit of worldwide) philatelic news by lb Eichner
Larsen, 160 pages about 4x7 inches excellently illustrated, price about $8.00 
(Danish crowns 40:-) from publisher, Aarhus Frimrerkehandel, Bruunsgade 
42, DK-8000 Arhus C Denmark, has just been received. The (soft) cover 
makes one envious-beautiful full-color illustrations of the unique 39-block of 
Norway 1 used; a block of 4 of the 2 RBS first (or second, depending on view
point) stamp of Denmark, unused; and the "Blue Boy" cover, Alexandria, VA 
postmaster provisional show eloquently the quality of the printing used 
throughout and the excellent taste and coverage of the author. ISBN 87-
7012-095-1. 

About two hundred different titles of Philatelic Literature of the Scandin
avian lands are in stock and a list can be had from Scandinavian International 
Philately, Box 8042, Rotterdam, Holland for 10 Dutch Florins (about $4 if my 
aging notation is still valid), including a full year's subscription and supple
ments to the literature lists. 

Robert C. Gr0tos, 1053 Cypress Lane, Cocoa, FL 32922 is the new Associate 
Editor, Iceland, for our journal. He kindly responded to the appear in the 
February 1982 issue by volunteering t o replace Mrs. LeBlanc, who had to e- · 
Iinquish her well-done task due to other commitments. Icelandic items should 
b9 sent to Mr. Gro&s direct. 

The Swedish Postal Socvice, PFA, S-10502 Stockholm, announces a new 
ann?J.al !!ervica--the Booklet year set ·- which may be ordered for Swedish 
crowns 87.80 (about $17.50 U.S.) direct . The 1981 set so offered does NOT 
inoll.l,!le th• "Gyrfalcon" booklet, which is available as a different individual 
i~. Deliveries began Nov. 24, 1981. 

R:e~ue'St :rece'ivetl for authentication service. The most widely accepted 
such a the lJSA are : P'riedl Expert Committee, 10 East 40th St., NY, NY 
10016; A.PS/ ASDA. E:itpertizin~, Box 800, State College, PA 16801; SPA Com
mittee, c/ o Gordon Torrey, 5118 Duvall Dr., Wal!!hington, DC 20016. Write 
before suhml.tting items for opinions! 
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Victor E. Engstrom offers this true item of Swedish immigrant history 
in the USA. A golf partner told Vic about his wife's grandfather who was 
the town doctor and postmaster in a small Pennsylvania town in the early 20th 
century. There were so many Swedes there with identical first and last names 
-but no middle name or initial-that mail was a problem. The postmaster 
arbitrarily assigned middle initials to these, such as Sven X. Benson, Sven Y. 
Benson, and the like. 

Leonard H. Hartmann, Box 36006, Louisville, KY 40233, is another source 
of a wide range of philatelic literature. Ringstrom's Ship Stamp second vol
ume is $32.50 postpa id anywhere; the 2 RBS Denmark book $2'5.00 and both 
should be in stock as you read t his, for example. Write him for a catalogue 
of available titles and prices. 

Note that this is a fairly recent address change for Mr. Hartmann. 
* s * c * c " 

NORWEGIAN FIE.LDP'OST-A REVIEW 

Tysk Feltpost i S~r-Norge-Abschnitt Stavanger 1940-45 
("German Fieldpost in Southern Norway- The Stavanger Region 1940-

45"), by Thorbj¢rn Larsson-Fedde. This handbook contains about seventy 
pages of data and illustrations including short general comments about the 
German Fieldpost system, and reference t o the 5-digit Fieldpost Numbers and 
the 3-digit Kenn (Code) Numbers. 

The next section describes the history of the German occupation of this 
area of Norway, which runs from Stavanger on the north to Christiansand on 
the south. Details of army, airforce., and navy fieldposts, with the names and 
locations of the units during the occupation, together with labor battalion 
(Organisation Todt) numbers, are presented in several useful tables. 

There is also a list which decodes German unit abbreviations into the full 
German language w-0rding, and a German-)forwegian word list which helps in 
understanding the material. Finally, a bibliography c·ompletes the booklet. 
Inciuded in the book is a copy of the Norwegian postal regulations, Circular 
No. 6/ 1943, third issue, giving the regulations for Norwegian civilian mail to 
and from Germany military and civilian occupation authorities, and t o and 
from Norwegian volunteers in Regiment Nordland and in Den Norske Legion. 
An-0ther list shows export lic·ense regulations and customs data for these field
post addresses. 

Text is in Norwegian and German. Cost of the book via a irmail printed 
matter rate to the U. S. is $6 in US banknotes. If paying by check, include 
another $2 for bank conversion charges. Orders can be sent to Thorbj¢rn 
Larsson-Fedde, Skottegt. 4, 4550 Farsund, Norway. -Paul Nelson 

SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE 
Besides over 160 philatelic publications on the Northern coun

tries, we c11n deliver all Scandinavian catalogs (ap. 30) against 
reasonable prices. Also regular auctions of second-hand philatelic 
literature. Participants in our Literature Ser vice receive discounts. 
Send 1 I.R.C. for airmailed sales list. 

Scandinavian International Philately 
- Your Lookout on Scandinavia --

P. 0. B. 86'2 3009 AA Rotterdam, Holland 
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Non-Standard Usage of Denmark's Official Postal 
Cards 

By If. E . Tester 

In troductcry '-;oles hy .\-Tarvi n Hunewell, Associate Ed itor: 

198~ 

As you may re<:>all, Dani sh gover nment departments used scrvice/ offic:al 
sta mps frorr. J S'i l tu 1924 for official business. A P ostal Law enacted Jan
uary 'Ith, 18'71, 1·equired s uch use beginning April 1st, 1871, the f irst day cf 
use. (Note l). 

In addition to official stamps, Denmm·k also issued official postal cards . 
'l he fi rst sach cards were 2 and 4 Skilling values for local and inland use. 
Since the fi rst r egular postal cards were introduced April lst, 1871 (Note 2) , 
there is every r eason to believe that the official postal cards were also intro
duced at this time. 

Whil e the official stamps can be found very easily in used condition as 
single stan1ps, t.ry finding them on cover. Used official postal cards are just 
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about as scarce to find as the stamps on covers. 
One more point or item to digest is the wording on Danish postal sta

tionery. Postal cards are called "Brev-Kort," or "letter-card"; and what we 
refer to as letter cards are called "Korrespondance-Kort." Mr. Tester's letter 
follows. 

• * • 
Dear Mr. Hunewell: 

In connection with your article in Posthorn Vol. 38, No. 4, I enclose photo
stats of two more covers that you might like to illust rate and describe. Both 
are TJENESTE BREVKORT=OFFICIAL LETTERCARDS, of 8 i;ire denom
ination that accompanied parcels. 

Figure 1 was used for a parcel of 2Yz Funds (marked on card) from 
Korsi;ir to Kjpbenhavn. Fee paid , 3 x 8 pr e = 24 pre. The basic charge per 
parcel was 6 Skilling, plus 2 Skilling per pund or part thereof. Thus, the cost 
was 6+(3x2)=12 Sk. 1 Sk= 2 i;ir e, so this card paid the 12 Sk rate. 

Figure 2 was used for a parcel sent from Ri;innede to Kjpbenhavn, with 
a weight of 4 Funds (marked on card in lower right corner ) . F r anking, 8 i;ire 
for the card, plus 2 x 8 pre, plus 4 pre =28ore. Again the basic rat e per 
parcel is 6 Sk + 2 Sk per Pund or part t hereof. Thus, this parcel required 
28 pre postage (6+ (4x2) =14 Sk ). The stamps and card were cancelled by 
R0NNEDE c.d.s. Lapidartype.) 

Both ca rds a re franked with official postage stamps. The TJENESTE 
BREVKORTS and stamps co,1ld not be us€d or purchased from post offices 
by the general public, only by au thori.::ed government officials and certain 
departments and inst itutions . Such personnel and departments had to sub
mit quarterly accounts to the treasury in order to reclaim expendit ures in
curred for postage. One final note: the "K.P. #31" in manuscript on the first 
card identifies the sender and number of sending, in this case No. 37 on his 
account . Also, cards used in • 1is way are very scarce. .. . . 

We are very g rate:ff:il to Mr. Tester for having shared with us two items 
from his collections. What items of interest do you have that you would like 
to share with the rest of us? Remember, bits and pieces of knowledge and 
information add up t o a greater appreciation of postal history and enhance 
our enjoyment of philately. 

Note 1: The Postage Stamj)s of Deamark, 1851-1951, by J . Schmidt
Anderson, publish ed by Th2 General Direc,orate of the Royal Danish Post 
Office, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1951 , page 227. 

:-Jote 2: Danish Postal Rates. 1624-1965, by H. E . Tester, copyright 1975 
by SCC, Supplement to The Posthorn, Vol. 32, No. 2, page 23. 

ICELAN D DEN M ARK 
GREENLAND 

NORWAY 
FARO ES 

We specialize in the western Nordic countries, but also stock Finland 
and Dani sh West Indies. Our price list s f eatur e specialized list ings 
of the early issues as wdl as th e full r ange of middle and modern 
issues. 

Write for free price lis t-;--please state areas of interest. 

D M CLAS5:1CS, P. 0. Box 1006, El Cerrito, CA 94530 
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We Buy For Cash! 
In order to supply our worldwide and financialJ.1· Yery 

strong clientele with good material, we are constantly 

buying for casb (natural ly we are also looking for con

signments!) : 

Important Rpecialized collections 

Rarities 

Classical quality items. etc. 

Mainly firom Scandinavia and Europe, but most areas 

are of interest. 

WE DO A LOT OF TRAVEL LI NG! 
We visit the USA and Canada several t imes a year arnl 

would be delighted to pay yon a visit if you have any

thing of interest to us. 

AUCTION CATALOGUES 
Our auction catalogues. including the ones from OUl' 

Danish sister company, will be sent to you for at least 

one year against US $10. Ask for free trial cop~-. 

POSTILJONEN AB ~'ftoNEN A/S 

lllS2 

SodTa Tu1'lgatain 3, 8 - 21110 l\'[almo Trommesalen 7, DK-1614 Copenhagen V 
Sw,eden. P•hone Int. +40 722'!10 Denmark. Phon e In't. + l 220300 

(Member of ASDA) 

We are running the. International Auctions in Scandinavia 

---·--------- - ---------------
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. FRIMARKSHUS ~ 
. SIANLl'Y GIBBONS INTERN/\ 

Fully specialized 

I 

l ~'~t!-W~JJ,,,~ I 
Simplyfied. 
Full colour. 

Swedish 
Postal History 

Di~tribllior: Harry Edelman Nu mism atic a nd Philatelic Supplies 
111-37 Leffcrt s Dlvd., So. Ozone P a rk, NY 11420 

·.· .. 

••• 
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Library News 
By Stanley H. 'Hanson, SCC Librarian 

Thanks to Fred Bloedow, Ron Collin, Marvin Hunewell, George Koplo
witz, Alan Warren, Jim Burgeson, and Eric Wowern for their contributions to 
our Library. 

Please correct your SCC Services Handbook, page 19, paragraph 6-cor
rect address for the SCC Library is 4317 (not 5317) North Monitor Avenue. 

Information to new members: SCC Library rules. Send name, address, 
SCC number, $4 check payable SCC Librarian (excess postage refunded), list 
of material wanted. 

Material to be returned within 21 days via Insured Parcel Post. Photo
copies lOc per page plus postage. 

For help in seeking information on philatelic references please give Li
brarian all possible details to assist research. We want to help you, help us. 

Supplement # 15, May 1982 

Catalogs and Miscellaneous 
A-197-E Mercury Stamp Journal, Vol. 1, 1947-48-49, nos. 1 to 12. Edited by 

Edwin Mueller. English. Most famous reference journal covers world 
wide. Bound. 6x9". 284 pp. 

Denmark 
D-152-D Franske tal og Gotiske bogstaver. Henning Kaaber, SCC. 1981. 

Danish. Puzzled on those script writing s on those early covers? Art
icle gives full descriptions and code. Illustrated. 8xll". 1 pp. From 
Dansk Fil. 'l'id. 

D-153-E Denmark 2 Rigsbank-Skilling, 1851-1852. Sten Christensen, FRPSL. 
1981. English. Handbook illustrates all plates of this stamp and fac
sin1iles. Well written, illustrated, authoritative. 71hxll". 160 pp. 

D-154-D Danmarks P oststempler. JKE. 1981. Danish. Lis•t s various cancels 
and postal markings. Illus. 81h xll". 13 pp. From Dansk Fil. Tid. 

Finland 
F-51-E F inland Feather Covers. Rolf Gummeson, SCC. 1982. English. Why, 

when and where of these covers. Illustrated. 81hlxll". 2 pp. From 
Collectors Club Philatelist. 

Faroe Islands and Greenland 
G-37-E Greenland 1982, GF 1, Pakke Porto Stamps 1905-1936. Eric Wowern. 

1982. Engli~h . Catalogs and lists all of the above, plus mail to, from, 
and inside Greenland. Illustrated. 6x8". 96 pp. 

G-38-D Lyngby Frimrerkcklub Exhibition 1959. Exhibition Catalog con
tains monograph on Greenland post al his tory by R-King-Farlow 
and Eric W·owern. Danish t ext, English translation is included. 

Greenland Postmarks since 1938. Illustrat ed. 81hx ll". 40 pp. 
Iceland 

I-77-N Island Serie Fisk og Flagg 1949-1950. Inggard L. Sagstad. 1981. 
Norwegian. Article cover s the perforations on these issues. 8 1hxll". 
3 pp. F rom Frim. Som Hobby. 

Norway 
N-188-N Norsk Luftpost 1911-1977. Erling Stark. 1981. Norwegian. This is 

a corrected update of the Handbook (N-8 N-E-G), and a listing of 
Air mail Cover s with 1981 pricing. 81hxll". 15 pp. 

N-189-N Nor ge 1940, Sjeldne F eltpoststempler. Fred Brofos, SCC. Norwegian. 
Article on Militar y and War cancels WW II. Illustrated. 81hxll". 
4 pp. From Frim. Som Hobby. 
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Sweden 
S-130-S Postryttaren Postmuset A.rsbok 1981. Swedish. The annual Postal 

Museum yearbook. 6x9". 210 pp. 
Periodicals 

V-42-E Sweden Ring Type Stamp Study Unit. English. Quarterly Newslet
ter. Illustrated. 81hx11". 4 pp. 

•s•c•c• 
SC.i\NDINAVIAN COLLECTORS CLUB 

TREASURER'S REPORT 
31 December 1981 

Cash balance 1 January 1981 
RECEIPTS: 

Advertising 
Admission Fees 
Interest on Savings 
Literature Sales 
Membership Dues 
Posthorn Subscriptions 
Sale of Membership List 

Total receipts 
EXPENDITURES: 

Posthorn Expenses: 
Publishing costs: 

Address Plates and Envelopes 
Postage 
Printing 
Printing Cuts 

Total publishing costs 
Editor's costs: 

Postage 
Tele,Phone 

Total editor's costs 
Total P.osthorn Expenses 

Administrative Expenses: 
Chapter Sponsorships 
Dues Notices 
Dues and Subscriptions 
Library 
Membership Cards 
Office Supplies 
Postage 
Publicity 
Telephone 

Total Administrative Expenses 
Total Expenditures 

Surplus 
Membership Dues Paid 

Cash Balance - 31 
Checking 
Savings 

$1,202.53 
98.00 

1,472.57 
821.66 

5,895.70 
14.00 
37.17 

$327.40 
595.79 

3,286.00 

$9,541.63 

544.51 
$4,753.70 

.00 

.00 
.00 

4,753.70 

$ 64.41 
315.08 

40.00 
320.00 

84.10 
151.22 
404.07 
218.52 
109.02 

$1,706.42 
$6,460.12 

$14,140.57 

$3,081.51 
3,708.00 

$20,930.08 

Respectfully 

in Advance 
December 1981 
$ 957.51 
19,972.57 

$20,930.08 
submitted, Donald Himer, Treasurer 
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Next Scandinavia Specialized Auction : 

Dec. 7th-8th, 1982 

Do you wont to sel I ;::i Please contact. 

> I ~~C: 
JZRGENB~ 
J.NJ< Q~ 

Zuchwilerstrasse 41, 4500 Solothum/Schwelz 
~ 41 65-22 72 20 

U S3 
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NEW MEMBERS 

2614 von SALTZA, John W. H., M.D., 7060 Fairway Place, Carmel, CA 9392<> 
All Scandinavian countries by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2615 METZ, David L., Beaver Hill Apts., S-A-14, Jenkintown, PA 19046 
US, BNA & Swedish Postal History; Swedish stamps 

by W. Rindone (l,.36) 
2616 DETTMER, Franz H., 13213 60th Drive SE, E verett, WA 98204 

Scandinavia, US mint, Canada mint, UN mint by W. Rindone (L-36) 
2617 SPELLMIRE, Sandra M., P . O. Box 543, South Pasadena, CA 91030 

All Scandinavian by W. Rindone (L-36) 
2618 SUN, Albert S. C., 1200 Temfield Road, Towson, MD 21204 

Commemorative, S/ S, E uropa- Switzerland Corron. Pla te Blocks, 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2619 MILDENHALL, Edward James, P. 0. Box 57098, Springfield 2137, South 
Africa -- Denmark by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2620 Eli.BLAD, William 0 . 
Scandinavia and US by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2621 MORRIS, Dana 
by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2622 HOLM, Arne, N-3648 Passebekk, Norway 
Denmark by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2623 ALEVIZOS, George, 2716 Ocean Pk. Bl., Suite 1020, Santa Monica, CA 
90405 by W. Rindone (L36) 

2624 HAFSAAS, Ray, P . 0. Box 963, Vashon, WA 98070 
Norway (all areas), early Scandinavia and Finland; Baltic States (all 
areas) by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2625 deGRANDCOURT, E rik E., 3909 Rogers Ave., Tampa, FL 33611 
All Scandinavia by J. M. Buckner ( L-;14) 

2626 STENVIG, Thomas E., 1002 S. Arch St., Aberdeen, SD 57401 
Faroes, Greenland, Norway, BNA by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2627 ANDERSEN, Richard Sigurd, 30 Elderberry Road, Groton, CT 06340 
Stamps of Norway by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2628 FRANKE, Dr. Charles H., 11 Gymoty Road, West Caldwell, NJ 07009 
Scandinavia, Great Britain by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2629 TJELTVEIT, 0. Alvin, P. O. Box 837, Red Lodge, MT 59068 
Scandinavia, Canada and USA by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2630 SWITT, Jeffrey A., 3962 Belford Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76103 
Denmark 1-10 by G. Brooks (1978) 

2631 HAMILTON, B. G., 907 Crumlin Rd., Ballysillan, Belfast, BT148AB, N. 
Ireland - Faroes by J. Frye (1031) 

2632 HANSEN, Eric R., 8307 N. Emerald Ave., Portland, OR 97217 
Iceland, Faroes, Greenland by C. Hansen ( 2439 ~ 

2633 MONTEITH, Colin K. A., 6 Eden Park, Castlederg, Tyrone BT81 7BD, 
N. Ireland - Denmark, Greenland, Faroes, Scandinavian military mail 

by J. Frye ( 1031) 
2634 LEE, Percy Donovan, "Rosemerryn" Middle Street , East Budleigh, 

Devon EX9 7DQ, Great Britain 
Iceland, Devon Postal History, L Lmdy Island by D. Loe (2429) 
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2635 GUSTAFSON, Ivar, 54 Hemlock Ave., Cranston, RI 02910 
Scandinavia (Sweden 1886 issue town cancels) by W. Rindone (L-36) 

~6 CONN, Clair C., 1903 No. 18, Lafayette, IN 47904 
Europa- British Isles, Australia, Scandinavian by J. Frye (1031) 

!1637 WAAGEN, Hans, 6733 Bret Harte Drive, San Jose, CA 95120 
Mint Norway by J. Richter (L-16) 

2'6"8 RUSSELL, Dudley J., 1487 Shoreline Drive, Wayzata, Minn. 55391 
Hawaii, Guam, Ships-planning to start on DWI by V. Engstrom (911) 

·:l639 HECKROTH, Charles W., 1590 Church Rd., Wantagh, NY 11793 
(All) by W. Rindone (L-36) 

'2640 HANSEN, Leif, 11620 Kestrel Drive, Richmond, BC V7E 4E4, Canada 
Denmark, Greenland, Faroes by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2641 SOTHERN, Jackson L., P. 0. Box 430, Somers, NY 10589 
All Scandinavia by G. Kuhhorn (1247) 

264£ BAGARUS, Doug·las P., 1734 So. MacGreg-or Rd., South Bend, IN 46614 
Faroes (mint), Finland (mint-used), uS (mint-used), sports general
Scandinavia by W. Rindone (L-36) 

JM3 JUCEAM, Robert E., 106 Hemlock Rd., Manhasset, NY 11030 
Stamp Exposition Cards, Cancels, Coven, Vignettes, Labels 

by W. Rindone (L-36) 
~644 COLLINS, Capt. William H., "Kentwille," Essex, CT 06426 

All Scandinavia by W. Rindone (L-36) 

2645 KINNMARK, Ingemar, 447 Walnut Lane, Apt., Princerton, NJ 08540 
Greenland by J. Frya (1031) 

ll646 SWASEY, Charles, 29 Maplewood Ave., Selden, NY 11784 
Scandinavia by W. Rindone (L-36) 

ADDRESS CHANGBS 

991 APFELBAUM, Earl P., 2006 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19103 
1807 APFELBAUM, John D., 2006 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 10103 

41 BLACK, Irving E., P. 0. Box 1523, Kingsland, TX 786:J9 
2571 DJ<JAN, Phillip F., 630 Barnsley Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
2546 GUILLORY, B. R., P. 0. Box 10579, Houston, TX 77292 
1952 KARLSON, Eric P., 2435 'Union Blvd., Apt. 4K, Islip, NY 11751 
2538 MADSEN, James E., P. 0. Box 3922, Modesto, CA 95352 
1191 MARTIN, Jerome Z., Jr., 107 Owen Ave., Lansdowne, PA 19040 
1955 MEYER, Robert A., P. 0. Box 484, Kittaning, PA 16201 
2303 PETERSEN, Raymond E., P. 0. Box 511, West Hartford, CT 06107 
2340 van den BROEK, Gordon, Box 1488, Parksville, BC, VOR 2SO, Canada 
2587 van WELIE, G. L., Haringvliet 395, NL-8032 HL Zwolle, Netherlands 
1919 OSUGI, Yubun, Nisseki 414, Kosugi-Cho 2-276, 211 Nakahara, Kawasaki 

Japan 
1647 ROELOFS, J., Maxburgdreef 19, B-2321 Meer, Belgium 
2511 SALKOWITZ, Joseph, Apt. 51C, Village of Stoney Run, Maple Shade, 

NJ 08052 
2::!24 TOMER, Kenneth B., Univ. uf Nebr., Dept. Chem. Miwes. Ma., Lincoln , 

NE 68588 
lH16 SUOMALA, Mark R. , B. 0. Box 792, Nashua, NH 03061 
226S HALPERN, _\rthur, 602 F11.irview Ave., A1) ':. 8. Arcadia , CA 91006 
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2490 HANNULA, John Karl, 3371 Rue Jean-Brillant #810, Montreal, Qn~ 
Canada 

2040 VENNESLAND, T. E., RFD 2, Middleline Rd., Ballston, Lake, NY 12019 
HANSON, Mrs. Isabelle, 5370 Yale Road, Memphis, TN 38134 

RESIGNATIONS 

1166 DU VALL, Robert H., 1752 26th Ave. E, Seattle, WA 98112 
2271 HELMISTO, Henry A., Box 2491, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 
2292 SKOGMAN, Mari-0n J., Rt. 1, Box 22, Republic, MI 49879 
1280 WALTER, Mercer C., 1104 Emerald Dr., Alexandria, VA 22308 
1039 WINTER, Charles, SB Aspen Plaza, Cranbury, NJ 08512 

REINSTATED 

109{1. DONEGAN, Geor:·e J., Jr., P. 0. Box 280&·1, Wa:ahin~ton, DC 2QOOi 

CORRECTIONS 

2415 ELLERTON, Dr. Nwman V., 5822 Stevens Foreat Rd., Apt. ~~' <il• l-
umbia, MD 21045 Corrected Zip code 

2548 A.BITZ, Andreas, Birk:11mos11vej 4, DK-2750 Ballerup, Denmark 

DECEASED 

1153 SLETTEDAHL, William, 17 404 Cagney, Granada Hills, CA 91364' 
2409 LARSON, John 0., 2504 Tulare Ave., El Cerrito, CA 94530 

618 LINDE, Orvel, 5321 14th Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55417 

DROPPED, NON-PAYMENT 

1553 ARCA.RIO, Joseph B., P. 0. Box 6113, San Francisco, CA 94101 
2210 A.LANEN, Arnold R., 1910 West Lawn Ave., Madison, WI 53711 

599 ANDERSON, Mrs. Roland E., 137 South Sh-0re Rd., Beau Rivage, Stuart, 
FL 33494 

267 ANDERSON, Roland E., 137 South Shore Rd., Beau Rivage, Stuart, FL 
2173 BERNTSEN, Bernt A., 22 Mahogany Rd., P. 0. Box 1426, Rocky Point, 

NY 11778 
1448 BJORNSTAD, Gaylan, dl 7750 Hemmingway St., Reseda, CA 91B8i 
2103 BLOOD, J-0hn M., 380 High St., Holyoke, MA 01040 

980 BOOMAN, Robert, 109 Silverthorn Rd., Gulf Breeze, FL 32561 
2256 CAFFREY, John, 67-01 East Granada Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85257 
2246 CHAMBERS, Jo Earl, 2030 Brookmount Ave., Coquitlam, BC V3J 6V4 

Canada 
2141 CHRISTENSEN, Peter, 321 Frank St., No. 1, Ottawa, Ont. K2P OX7, 

Canada 
1192 COHEN, Stephen A., Box 419, New York, NY 10001 
1958 DAUBEK, Ltc. Joseph L., 563606180, An. and Op. Serv., 97 General 

H-0sp., APO, New Y-0rk, NY 09757 
1950 DE NINO, Kevin J ., 2nd-48 Inf., Gelnhausen, Germany, APO New York 

09091 
1270 DOUGLAS, A. Gustav, P. 0. Box 304, c/ o Helen Grimes, Jessup, MD 

20794 
2142 DOWALL, James A. N., 29 Emerson St., Hamilton, Ont. L8S 2X21 Can. 
2086 EGGERS, Ted, P . 0 . Box 4091, Malibu, CA 90265 
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1219 FREEMAN, Jack A., 8477 Usher Rd., Olmsted Falls, OH 44138 
1693 GANIM, George Jr., 13 Kevin Dr., Suffern, NY 10901 
2230 GOULDNER, Carey E., P. 0. Box 332, Monsey, NY 10952 
1659 GREEN, Robert Yancey, P. 0. Box 40353, Memphis, TN 38104 
2290 HESTENES, Christian, Ginavn 15G, N-5500 Haugesund, Norway 
1506 HICKS, Charles L., 147 Jeffers·on Ave., Lower Burrell, PA 15068 
1951 HYDER, Ellinor, 1822 Laguna St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
1147 JENSEN, Rolf, 58 Sparkill Ave., Staten Island, NY 10304 

1982 

2279 KITTEL, Norman G., 8(} Ironwood Dr., Sherwood Shores, St. Cloud, MN 
56301 

2060 KOSTOL, Carl-Otto, P. 0. Box 151, N-4620 Vagsbygd, Norway 
2320 LATTU, Andrew C., Delta Drilling Co., Box 3467, Midland, TX 79702 
1056 LJUNGGREN, Stig, Box 291, Goteborg 1, Sweden 
2076 MARTENIS, Susan W., 462 S. Willard St., Burlington, VT 05401 
2'392 MOE, C. G., 8818 51 Ave., Edmonton, Alb. T6E 5E8, Canada 
2402 NICHOLS, Keith F ., 4571 N 15 Rd., RR 1, Mesick, MI 49668 
2396 NIELSEN, Jorgan, Humlebjerg 15, DK-2700 Bronshoj, Denmark 
2156 PAASKESEN, Erik, Vest enstraat 46, 1980 Tervuren, Belgium 
2309 PETERSEN, Billy, 68075 CWB Circle Dr., Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 
2242 PETURSSON, Sigurdur R., Budagerdi 5, 108 Reykjavik, Iceland 
1171 RUHOFF, Theodore B., P. 0. Box 565, Silver Springs, FL 32688 
2209 SCHOLL, Robert, 18 Lincoln Dr., Da llas, PA 18612 
2217 SCHUMAN, Allan, 57 W. 9th St., New York ~y 11011 
1151 SITES Jame!! P ., 6401 Kennedy Dr., Chevy Chase, MD 20015 
2259 STEMMER, Kurt F., 528 Rober ts Ave., Bellmawr, NJ 08031 
2163 ZANDER, Otto, 110 Rowntree Mill Rd ., Weston, Ont. M9L 1C6, Canada 

S. C. C. OFFICERS 
President - Alan Warren, P. 0. Box 17124, Philadelphia , PA 19105 
Vice President - Jed Richter, 1353 Plum St., San Diego, CA 9'2.106 
Secretary - Wayne P. Rindone, Box 276, Newtonville, MA 02160 
Treasurer - Donald W. Rimer, 12360 Chandler Blvd., N. Hollywood, CA 91607 
Directors-At-Large - Stanley H. Hanson, 4317 N. Monitor, Chicago, IL 60634 

Wallace J. Gaarsoe, 2730 Mitchell Dr. #7, Woodridge, IL 60517 
Joe F. Frye, P. 0. Box 22308, Memphis, TN 38122 

Immediate Past Pres.-Donald F. Halpern, Box 846, New Providence, NJ 07974 

MART Manager - Wade H. Beery, Box 3781, Orlando, FL 32802 
Librarian - S. H. HanMn, 4317 N. Monitor Ave., Chicago, IL 606M 
Publicity Manager - M. D. Hunewell, 6831 Ardale Dr., St. Louis, MO 83123 
Business Manager - Eric Roberts, P. 0. Box 1304, Claremont, CA 91711 
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The easy way 
to collect Swedish stamps 

The Swedish Post Office, Stamps and Philatelic Service PFA, 
pampers American philatelists with a varied service and information. 

: ~F~-~<-~;a;r~~,;~n-~~ ,~ 
:--...... . . .;; .;,:'.,i;o, ,;;;o.;, .;. ..,.,...;.;: ,. .. .. ;. •• .,;.:- · .. ... -.... ,., 

An annual catalogue of all scamps, sets 
and postal stationery available at the time 
of publishing at the PFA. Your order is 
executed at no additional postage or ' 
delivery cost. 

A subscription is the easiest way to get all new issues 
or FDC without missing any single item. Order 
your free copy of the full colour trilingual subscrip 
tion booklet. 

I' .. ,, 
~\t~."} ; 

A Yea r set in a nea t package, conta ining 
all the stamps and variants issued during 
a yea r, is an attractivP i>ift and a good start 
for your coll ection. 

~~.-- 1 

"Information Sweden" is a trilingual circula r 
sheet, which informs about each new stamp issue. 
15- 20 sheet issues are published annuall y. Sub
;cription is free. Binder for holding "lnfo rmauon 
Sweden" is $2 po;tpaid. 

To the P hila t ei!ic Ma rketing Representative of rthe Swedish Postal Admin1strrutlon 
in the Unit ed S tates a nd c ana da 

PHILLIP F . ROBBIN~. Suite 28, 445 Nor thern Blvd., Great Neck, NY 11021 

Please send me your 
D PFA Catalogue 
D Sweden, subscription booklet 
0 Information Sweden 

Name---------~~~~~~-~~-~-~ 

Street--------------------~-

City - - --------- ---------- -

Stntr ---- Zip - --- ------



THINKING OF SELLING? 

Collections come on the market for many reasons. Often a 
collector sells an area of lesser interest to finance new areas 
of collecting interests. Others are leaving the hobby entirely, 
and often collections come from executors of estates. 

To those selling through our auctions, our terms to vendors 
are a commission of 10% of the gross realization. Consign
ments must total at least $1000. There are no lotting, photo
graphing, or insurance charges. 

The vendors who consign material for sale in our auctions are 
always guaranteed of thoroughly researched lotting, extensive 
advertising both here and abroad, and an outstanding catalog 
presented to a very strong, international clientele. 

We also buy for cash and this year have purchased numerous 
individual rarities and large collections in the mid to high five 
figure dollar range. 

How may we serve you? 

DANAM STAMP AUCTIONS 
Licensed & Bonded Auctioneers 

800 Kings Highway North 
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034 

( 609) 779-0779 


